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IN THIS ISSUE
THOUGH MOST FAMOUS for his work on teclmical issues in profess-

sional philosophy and popular ones in social and political thought,

Bertraiid Russell also wrote extensively on human emotion and the

habits of mind and behavior that lead towards or away from a joyfilled life. With articles on Russell, psychiatry, and happiness by

David Goldman, Russell, psychology, and fear by Marvin Kohl, and
a review of recent work in psychology on happiness, this issue of
the Ber/rcr"d Rwsse// Socj.e/}; gwcI/./e/./y focuses on Russell and hu-

man nature.
DAVID GOLDMAN, in his essay "A Psychiatrist Looks at Russell's

Co#q"es/ o/fJapp;.#ess " considers Russell's relevaiice for psychiatry today. He finds the views on human happiness expressed by

Russell in his 1930 book, 7l¢c Co#giies/ o/f7app;.#ess, to be not
only of value for many people unhappy in their lives, but to also
contain important lessons for psychiatric theory today. It is a view of

human nature, Goldman says, that has important lessons for us all.
BERTRAND RUSSELL had strong views on fear, which Marvin Kohl

surveys and critiques in his essay "Berti-and Russell on Fear: A Pro-

legomena." Kohl finds Russell's view important, though at times
unrealistic, with Russell holding what he argues is an overly sim-

plistic idea of fear that ignores some kinds of fear that cannot be
confronted in the way Russell thinks all fears should be faced. This

is due, Kohl claims, to an inadequate view of human nature on
Russell's part.

RoUNDING OUT the theme of human emotion is Brandon Young's
review of the psychiatrist Daniel Gilbert's book, S/!/#?a//.#g o# fJczp-

p/.#ess, which pursues a theme not unlike Russell's own: that happiness is possible, if we would only get out of our own way. How it is

that we stand in our own way, accordiiig to Gilbert, raises issues of
human abilities at prediction and choice Russell would have found
fascinating.
WE HAVE STILL NOT yET determined what analytic philosophy is or

isn't, so Gary Hardcastle and Chris Pincock provide further elucidation on this point by way of criticizing Aaron Preston's article in an

earlier issue of the BRS Quarterly, and Aaron Preston provides still
3
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fiirther elucidation on the point by way of criticizing Hardcastle's

SOCIETY NEWS

and Piiicock's views and defending his own view that the earlier

standard view, that analytic philosophy was a common practice of
linguistic analysis shared by most meinbers of the movement, is
false, an "illusion" he claims, and yet it is still the only acceptable

definition of analytic philosophy, the only view that justifies calling
earlier members of this movement `analytic pliilosophers' at all.

INCREASE IN MEMBERSHIP FEE: In response to rising costs, in partic-

ular, to two successive increases in the price the Society now pays

MCMaster University for R!/sse//, the board of directors, after lengthy
deliberation at the last board meeting, voted to increase membership
fees by Slo per year. This will be the first increase since 1992.

THIS ISSUE of the Bertrand Russell Society Quarterly is rounded out

Thus, for 2009 the annual regular inembership fee will be $45,

by a report in "Society News" on last June's annual meeting of the

couple membership $50, limited income membership $30, limited

Bertrand Russell Society held in Rochester NY. Meeting minutes

income couples $35, and contributors $60. There is one exception:

for both the board meeting and members' meeting held there can be

student membership will remain at $20 a year at least through 2009.

found at the back of the issue, along with the most I.ecent Treasurer's Report from Society treasurer Kenneth Blackwell.

THE 35TH ANNUAL MEETING of the Bertrand Russell Society took

place from June 27 to June 29 at St. John Fisher College in Rochester, New York at the invitation of David White and Tim Madigan.

Located in upstate New York, the college was unexpectedly found
to be less in the suburbs of Rochester and more in the country outside of Rochester. The setting for the meeting was beautiful and the
meeting convivial. After the usual registration and settling in, the

board of directors met for a prolonged discussion of the business affairs of the society, followed by a gathering at a local pub. It was the

general consensus of those present that more work was accomplished at the meeting than at any other board ineeting in recent memory.
(See the meeting minutes in this issue of the gwczr/er/);.)
Presentations began the next moming and continued though Sun-

day noon. On Saturday, Marvin Kohl addressed the potentially contro-

versial issue of "Russell and the Utility of Religion" and was fol-

lowed by Tim Madigan and John Novak's informative talk .`Russell

and Dewey in China." The editors of the gwczr/erly then took turns
describing the process of writing (and rewriting) their forthcoming
Historical Dictionary Of Bertrand RMssell's Philosophy. A.rrdlow

Cavallo took the floor immediately before the session broke for
lunch, with a discussion titled "Russell's Conception of Ethics."

A catered lunch was followed by a master class hosted by Peter
Stone (Stan ford University) on "Russell's Appeal to the American
Conscience." Due to the cancellation of Weiping Zheng's trip, his

paper "Remarks on Russell's Logic from a Chinese Point of View,"
was not heard. Thomas Riggins concluded the afternoon with his
talk "Russell and Rousseau."
5
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As is customary, the BRS session then broke and members met

Colombia University and at the University of Miami. Each endow-

later for a cocktail hour and banquet at a local restaurant. Thimble
amounts of Red Hackle were ceremoniously quaffed in honor of

ment will require the university to convene an annual conference

Russell's favorite scotch. In the morning, the talks resumed after

phasis on community outreach.

breakfast, with Gregory Landini speaking on "Russell and the Onto-

logical Argument" followed by Andrew Bone's informative talk on
"Russell and India." Chad Trainer, an indepelident Russell scholar
currently interested in the history of philosophy, then gave a talk
titled "Russell's f7;.a/or}; on Locke and Spinoza."

After lunch Russell Wahl addressed the subject of "Analysis and

Acquaintance," before Howard Blair asked "Did Bertrand Russell

Know the Deal on Causation?" Many of these talks employed a
coinputer-driven projection screen, and Blair was able to deinonstrate his advanced teclmical proficiency not only in physics but in

computers by employing his cell phone as a modem so as to run the
projector when the internet was temporarily unavailable via the
coinputer. Cara Rice completed the program with "Russell and

relating to the philosophy of Bertrand Russell, with specific em-

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETy LIBRARY. The following audio, video,

filin and print items have been added to the members area: ``Experiences of a Pacifist in the First World War" (1955), The Kalinga
Prize Press Conference (1958, video, 30 minutes), and The RussellTeller Debate, part 1 (1960, video, 30 minutes) that took place on

"Small World" with Edward Murrow, "Speaking of Liberty", an interview with Rex Stout and Bertrand Russell on NBC in 1941,
"When the Philosopher Sat Down" a BBC 4 production on the

Committee of loo, and "Living in an Atomic Age", six lectures on
ABC in 1951.

THE GREATER NEW yoRK CITY CHAPTER of the Bertrand Russell

Shelley," showing clearly the unexpected interest Russell took in

Society met August 3, 2008 in the Winter Garden room in lower
Manhattan and then moved to a local restaurant with a view of the

that poet.

statue of liberty, the yacht basin, and the ships on the Hudson river.

VOTER ALERT! Forget national politics. It will soon be time for the

Bertrand Russell Society to vote for eight new members to its board
of directors! Nominations are drawing to a close and ballots will be

in the mail soon. Come what may, don't delay, but make hay, and
vote today!

The attendees discussed the books that Erie Walther contributed

to the Commonwealth of Dominica BRS library. Thorn Weidlich
and Peter Stone reported details about the recent Rochester ineeting.

Warren Allen Smith called attention to a change in Dr. Marvin
Kohl's Pfez./osaped/.cz entry. He then reported that Taslima Nasrin

has received the key to the city by the Mayor of Paris and has re-

UPCOMING PAPERS AT THE EASTERN APA. The Bertrand Russell So-

ceived the Simone deBeauvoir Award in Paris. Her application for

ciety in conjunction with IHAPS, the History of Early Analytic

US citizensliip is in process. Smith is currently editing Ms. Nasrin's

Philosophy Society, will meet for a combined session at the eastern

bock, Women Have No Country.

division of the American Philosophical Association on December

29, 9-11 am. Speakers are Nikolay Milkov (Universitat Paderbom-

Germany) on "Bertrand Russell's Religious Humanism," David

Godden (Old Dominion University) on "Frege on the Nature of
Proof", and Montgomery Link (Suffolk University) on "Russell's
Constructivistic

Introduction

to

the

Second

Edition

of the

Principia."

CALL FOR PAPERS. The Bertrand Russell Society and the History of

Early Analytic Philosophy Society call for papers for a combined
session at the meeting of the Central division of the American Philosophical Association February 18-22, 2009 at the Palmer House
Hilton in Chicago, Illinois. Send submissions on some topic related

to Bertrand Russell's life and work or to the history of analytic
philosophy by November 1 to rosalind.carey@lehman.cuny.edu.

ENDOWED BERTRAND RUSSELL CHAIRS. Louis J. Appignani has

infoimed BRS board member Warren Allen Smith that he (Appignani) is in the process of endowing two Bertrand Russell chairs at

NEW AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS. Alan Schwerin, ed., under the auspices of the Bertrand Russell Society, R4/sse// Revz.Lsz./ecJ.. Crr./j.ccz/

Refoections on the Thought Of Bertrand Russell. "owcastle, UK:.

SOCIETY NEWS

Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2008. Omar W. Nasim, Berfra#c/

FEATURES

Riissell and the Edwardian Philosophers: Constructing the World.
London: Palgrave MacMillan, forthcoming 2008. Rosalind Carey

A PSYCHIATRIST LOOKS AT

a,nd loha Ongley, A Historical Dictionary Of Bertrand Russell's
PA/./osapAPJ. Lanhain, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, forthcoming
March 2009.

BERTRAI`TD R`U SSELL. S CONQUEST OF HAPPINESS
DAVID S. GOLDMAN, M.D.

IN MEMORIUM: Mr. Andres Kaarik (1954-2007) of Stockholm, Swe-

den. His wife, Karen Kaarik, informs us that her husband passed

In his autobiography Bertrand Russell notes that on the publication

away on October 20, 2007. Andres Kaarik was a member of the

of rfee Co#qwes/ o/fJcrpp;.#ess in 1930, "highbrows . . . considered it

Bertrand Russell Society from 1981 to 2007.

as a contemptible pot boiler, an escapist book," but "unsophisticated
readers, for whom it was intended, liked it" and that from "profes-

sional psychiatrists, the book won very high praise"t Tliere are good
reasons for the psychiatrists' praise. In the book, Russell brilliantly

addresses the causes of unhappiness, which is the fundamental basis

for psychiatric practice, and proposes both common sense and novel
solutions that offer great value to psychiatric treatment.
Russell's contribution to psychiatry involves three principal ar-

eas: an analysis of widespread unhappiness among otherwise successful people, a prescription for applying rational reconstructive
practices to combat irrational drives resulting in unhappiness, and a
revolutionary vision of embracing the healing potentials of society,

nature, and the universe towards achieving balance and happiness.
In what follows, I will evaluate Russell's views on these topics in
tlie light of contemporary psychiatry and consider the possibilities

for adapting more of Russell's therapeutic ideas.

RUSSELL ON CAUSES OF UNHAPPINESS
Russell's analysis of widespread unhappiness is innovative in tracing its origin to social, political and economic causes. Drawing on

what he describes in his autobiograpliy as lessons he learned by
painful experience, Russell identifies unhappiness as an imbalance
between the willful part of one's personality and the healthy needs
for physical and intellectual satisfactions.2 He then proceeds to de-

scribe unhappiness as the result of a mother's faulty rearing habits.

Bertrand PLussel\, The Autobiography Of Bertrand Russell, Ur\win Paperbacks, Boston,1978, p. 391

Bertrand Russell, 7%e Co#gwcf/ a/fJc7j?pz.#es's, Liveright, 1996, pp. 15-23.
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His poilrait of the frustrated mother and vulnerable infant rings

cessive. What does he know about his children?... He has

true; it captures well the actual life experiences of the 1920's era

probably no men friends who are important to him .... Books
seem to him futile and music high-brow .... His life [is] too
concentrated and too anxious to be happy.4

middle class woman living in Britain or America about whom Russell is writing. This mother is bound to the home and in service to

11

birthing and rearing her children. It is her cultural role. As a result,

Such a devitalized individual reminds Russell of the dinosaurs who

her greater potential, talents, and hopes are sacrificed. To Russell,

killed themselves off despite being the most powerful animals to

such a burdened and resentful mother will compensate emotionally

have ever lived.

by extracting obedience from her children, favoring the more com-

In a few brief paragraphs, Russell presents us an impressive ex-

pliant ones and humiliating the more rebellious. She will enhance
her own authority by filling her children with unnecessary fears

ample of a wrecked personality, and implicit in it is Russell's in-

about their own independence, supporting this with a corrupt relig-

who, in turn produce exploitive, but unhappy children. Later in the

ion-inspired morality. That defective morality will, for example, re-

work, he gives us a way of fmding happiness that liberates indi-

strict swearing and prohibit sexual curiosity.3

viduals from the indoctrinated view of puritanical capitalism with

Russell shows in painful detail how such a dissatisfied mother

will produce a thwarted and exploited child. The child, he argues,

dictment of a capitalistic society that produces exploitive mothers,

its emphasis on individual success and nationalistic dominance.

Russell makes clear that happiness also needs a proper social milieu

will grow up thirsting for individual power to compensate for the

in which patients and individuals can have access to the abundant

lost love and the feeling of defectiveness that this has implanted in

ways that the community and universe can protect and enrich peo-

him. Self-absorption and self-aggrandizement are the key emotions

that will shape this person's growing up and determine the direction

ple. It will take a more equitable social, political, and economic or-

ganization to produce happy people.

of his adult life. Russell further describes how this success-prone
individual will be haunted by all the signs of excessive egoism. He

cONTErmoRARy psycHIATRy ON cAusEs

will envy everyone else's success. He will drive himself unmerci-

OF PATHOLOGICAL UNHAPPINESS

fully at work. This will exhaust him so that only the strongest diver-

To the contemporary psychiatrist reading 714c C'o#gwcs/ o/ffapf7J.-

sions or stimulants will be able to arouse excitement. He will also

#esf seventy-eight years after its publication in 1930, Russell's

easily feel persecuted as he is never as highly regarded as he de-

analysis of emotional disintegration fits well with standard psychi-

mands he should be. Finally, he will be constantly fatigued from all

atric concepts of individual psychopathology and the impact of

his exertions and be frightened of asserting his own tastes and de-

stress. However, very few psychiatrists would grasp the idea that it

sires as he struggles to preserve his social standing by remaining a

is society itself that is broadly generating these destructive forces,

member of the herd.

for they are trained narrowly to consider individual and family dis-

Wejust have to take Russell's own exainple of the unhappy man

turbances and not as social advocates, so in their analyses they

driven to ruthless competition to get the full picture. Russell lays it

would be unlikely to come to the radical notion that existing corpo-

out as follows:

rate, religious, educational, and state polices are creating wide-

The working life of this man has the psychology of the hundred yard race, but as the race upon which he is engaged is
one whose only goal is the grave, the concentration, which is
appropriate enough for a hundred yard race, becomes ... ex-

3 |bid, pp. 39-47.

spread unhappiness. Rather, as medical specialists in treating emo-

tional and cognitive disorders they look to discover signs and

symptoms of disordered mood, disturbed thinking, and inappropriate behavior in specific individuals.

4 Ibid, p. 41.
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Psychiatric diagnosis is based on identifying overwhelming
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suppoil, and advice, psychiatrists try to avoid imposing their own

the specific acquired personality vulnerabilities that make such

personal values or philosophies on their patients and aim instead at
restoring the patient's undermined autonomy and avoiding any in-

stress more destructive than need be for a particular individual. (An

doctrination that would limit the patient's achieving his own healthy

acquired personality vulnerability is a loss of good coping skills be-

goals.

reactions to major interiial and external stresses and to explaining

cause parents inhibited self-assertive behaviors or the individual

grew up in a restrictive social environment that thwarted the chance
to become more open and assertive.) These strains produce overre-

Two prominent academic twentieth-century American psychiatrists, Fredrick Redlich of Yale and Daniel Freedman of Chicago, in

their textbook The Theory and Practice Of Psychiatry, emphasize

actions as the emergency defensive circuits in the brain overwhelm

that psychiatrists, much like their medical colleagues, should follow

the affected individual with psychic pain, anguished thoughts, and

the old medical adage that describes effective treatment as "to cure

panicked reactions. Rather than simply producing effective flight or
fight reactions, their intensity causes either too little activity so the

few, improve many, and to comfort most".5 Note that they make no

acknowledgement of the effects of the larger social context on the

individual become paralyzed or else too much so the individual

development of the patient's disorders. To remove the socio-

panics. This in turn leads to breakdowiis in routine self-care, selfesteem, and socially adaptive behavior. You can easily appreciate

minded leadership. If Russell were alive today, and discussing the

the delicate balance between adequate adjustment and maladaptive

principles in The Conquest of Happiness before the 30,000 partici-

behavior by imagining what would happen if you lost your appetite,

pants who gather at the aiinual meeting of the American Psychiatric
Association, his passion would stir them to action. We are waiting

suffered regularly from disrupted sleep, couldn't carry out basic
grooming, and failed to keep scheduled appointments or meetings.
Such dysfunctions would soon create crisis after crisis in health, social acceptance, and work responsibilities.

destructive forces in our society, psychiatry would need refoi.in-

for that day.
Despite the barriers to their identification and study, it is clear
that the role of social forces and institutions as causes of mental ill-

ness deserves investigation. As an example of how economic pros-

BARRIERS IN PSYCHIATRY TO SEEKING
SOCIAL SOLUTIONS TO UNHAPPINESS

perity fails to promote happiness, we find in the wealthiest country
of all, the United States, that according to a 1991 National Institute

Faced witli acute clinical illnesses, the psychiatrist is too busy try-

of Health Five Year Catchment study, 32% of American adults in

ing to help the sick to be able to address the larger social malaise

their lifetime will suffer from an emotional disorder that reaches the

that generates these problems. And the patients require so much im-

level of the American Psychiatric Association's diagnostic criteria

mediate support that being told to look at the larger context would

and that in any given year, 20% are actually ill. But to remove the

only make them more desperate. Their primary need is to restore

sociodestructive forces in our society, however, psychiatry would

basic functioning for themselves. They lack the strength, confi-

need reform-minded leadership. And where is such leadership to be

dence, and energy to tackle the greater problems of the social

found?

causes of their conditions. They are like the asthmatic who must

concentrate on restoring unobstructed breathing and cannot worry
about the air pollution that causes his attacks.

There is an additional problem for psychiatrists who advocate a
social solution to psychiatric problems. In addition to restoring the

patient to at least ininimal social functioning, psychiatrists are
taught to respect the patient's inherent dignity and autonomy in the

process. While being helpful in offering specific understanding,

cOGNITlvE TlmRApy AND RussELL's
RATloNAL RECoNSTRuCTloN oF Tlm EGo
As a prescription for the unhappiness he has described, Russell argues that the troubled individual overexposed jn childhood to a the
irrationalities of capitalism and materialism should undergo a per5 Fredrick C. Redlich and Daniel X. Freedman, 77]c 7lfoeoJ`)J o#cJ Proc/J.cc a/
Ps);cA;.c7try, Basic Books, N. Y.1967. pp. 268-270.

DAVID S. GOLDMAN

R:uSSELL' S CONQUEST OF HAPPINESS

sonal and dispassionate self-analysis. This is designed to identify

Cognitive therapy aims at challenging a suffering individual's learnt
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the irrationalities of the system and initiate a ineticulous re-pro-

false assumptions about his fears and guilts and re-directing him or

gramming of the individual. It was his practice to re-program, or reeducate, his unconscious by talking to hiinself in mini-lectures that

her into more adaptive behavior. For example, in the late 1950s, the

would provide a rational approach to some irrational impulse, com-

psychologist Albert Ellis developed his technique of Rational Emotive Therapy to offset severe sexual inhibitions through a process of

pulsion, or distortion. He offers us a specific approach and provides
over sixty-five maxims that were the basis of his mini-lectures, such

sexual re-education.8 In the 1960s, the psychiatrist Aaron Beck and

as the following:

cognitive therapy for depi.ession and anxiety. They were able to de-

his colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania began formulating
monstrate that they could significantly alleviate these disorders by

When a rational conviction has been arrived at . .. search out
... beliefs inconsistent with [it] ... and when the sense of sin
grows strong . . . treat it not as a revelation aiid a call to higlier
things, but as a disease and a weakness, unless of course it is
caused by some act that a rational ethic would condemn.

tackling the underlying distorted thoughts and illogically-acquired

concepts. Beck wrote a series of papers on depression in which he
showed that 16 one hours cognitive therapy sessions could cause effective remission of depressive symptoms.

These results were measured against the effectiveness of

Even when a man has offended against his own rational code,
I doubt whether a sense of sin is the best method of arriving at
a better way of life. There is in the sense of sin something ab-

time, and the results were shown to be equal to the effectiveness of

ject, something lacking in self-respect. No good was ever done
to any one by the loss of self-respect.

to equal those of imipramine for follow-up examinations of patients

Since rationality consists in the main of internal harmony, the
man who achieves it is freer in his conteinplation of the world
and in the use of his energies to achieve external purposes than
is the man who is perpetually hampered by inward conflicts.
Nothing so dull as to be encased in the self, nothing so exhilarating as to have attention and energy directed outwards.6

idea of what these improvements represented, both cognitive ther-

imipramine (Tofranil), a leading anti-depressant inedication of the
imipramine. Moreover, he demonstrated that his results continued
done at six week, six month, and one year intervals.9 To give some
apy and imipramine alike produced a 50% reduction in critical

symptoms in 8% of depressed patients in one month, and similar

50°/o symptom reductions in 37% after three months, 58% after six
months and in 70% after one year.'°

confronted the fears they inevitably subsided. In doing this repeat-

LIMITS TO RUSSELL'S METHOD OF
RATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION
As good as these treatment results are, there are naturally upper

edly, they became familiar rather than startling or devastating. He

limits to how much rational reconstruction can help. E. Cameron

says that his brain would eventually become unresponsive to a

provides the most extreme example in work done in the early

Russell also favored directly confronting any of his fears. He rejected the normal tendency to avoid these fears, claiming that when he

threat that led nowhere.7

With this broad concept of reconstructing the unconscious and

1960s. He and colleagues devised a treatmeiit called ``Psychic Div-

ing." Depressed hospital patients were asked to listen to repeated

ridding it of irrational impulses, Russell was a progenitor of what

came to be known twenty-five years later, when Albert Ellis began
formulating his views of the theory in 1955, as "cognitive therapy."
6 David S. Goldman, "Sixty-five of Bertrand Russell's Maxims for Happiness", distributed May 15, 2005, Bertrand Russell Society Annual Meeting,
MCMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Russell, C'o#q!/es/. pp. 60-65.

Albert Ellis` Jteafo# a#c/ Emo/I.o# j.# Ps'yc%o//7e/.czp,1/, Lyle Stuart, 1962.

A. Rush et al., "Comparative Efficacy of cognitive Therapy and Pharmacotherapy in the Treatment of Depressed Outpatients," Cogrz./J.ve 7%e/.c7p};
c}#cJjiesecrrcA, vol 1, no.I, Mar 1977.

David A. Solomon, et al "Recovery from Major Depression: A 10-year
Prospective Follow-up across Multiple Episodes," 4rcfo/.vcr a/ Gc#crcr/
Ps);cAj.cz/r};, 54: 11, Nov 1997.
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recordings of their own voices intoning positive phrases and mes-
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sages. This was carried out for several weeks or months in which
the patients would listen to these recordings for hours at a time. In

some cases, the patients heard over 250-500, 000 repetitions of their

own voices. Unfortunately, while Cameron claimed this showed

some usefulness, many of the patients had shrunk into greater states
of despair.`[

The limits to rational reconstruction are the soul.ce of two prob-

lems with Russell's techniques. He does not appreciate the thera-

peutic necessity for a therapist in this sort of therapy nor does he recognize the stubbornness of the fear circuits in the brain to respond

to verbal redirection. The presence of a trained therapist who offers
an accepting and non-judgmental relationship to the patient is criti-

cal in helping the patient to relate the narrative of their sufferings.
The therapist facilitates by balancing objectivity with sensitivity,

THE DEPRESSED BRAIN

helping the patient to feel comfortable and yet able to accept advice

Figure 1. Changes in regional glucose metabolism in treatment responders (Resp) and non-responders (Non-Resp) following 6 weeks of

that builds self-esteem and coping abilities. The significance of the

fluoxetine. Sagittal (left), axial (middle), and coronal (right) views. Im-

therapist in such therapy is indicated by the fact that an untreated

provement in clinical symptoms is uniquely associated with specific regional Iimbic-paralimbic decreases (shown in green) and cortical in-

depression can last for eight months to over two years with considerable hardship and dysfunction compared to significant symptom
relief beginning within 3-6 months with appropriate therapy.'2

As for Russell's failure to recognize the limits of modifying fear

responses by any sort of talk, with or without a therapist, this is easily understandable. He could not have appreciated the stubborn

creases (red). Nonresponse in 6 weeks is associated with a pattern identical to that seen in all patients at 1 week of treatment-specifically, increases in the hippocampus and decreases in the posterior cingulated
and prefrontal cortex. Slice location in mm relative to anterior commissure. Numbers are Brodmann designations. pcg31, posteriorcingulate; Cg25,
subgenual cjngulated; hc, hippocampus; F9, prefrontal; ins, anterior insula.
Helen S. Mayberg, et al , Bi.o/ogi.ca/ P5);cAo/og)/ 48.8 (Oct 15, 2000): 830-43

character of depressive fear when he was writing in 1929 as the basic work on these circuits did not begin to produce understanding of

over-activation of fear circuits in the sub-cortical parts of the brain

their mechanisms until the early 1990s. Only in the last 15 years has

and relative inhibition of the thinking, judging, strategizing, and

research identified the circuits responsible for anxiety and depres-

pleasure experiencing circuits located in the top or cortical areas.

sion; this was accomplished by imaging brain activity using radio-

active glucose, which is the primary nutrient of the brain. By seeing

(See accompanying illustration.)" Furthermore, she, along with the
NYU physiologist Joseph LeDoux, have shown the power of the

where radioactivity is concentrated, it is possible to determine

subcortical circuits to sustain powerful fear responses long after the

which brain circuits are involved in depression and anxiety.

immediate stressors have disappeared, so that an individual that is

Helen Mayberg, a research neurology professor now at Emory

suffering from anxiety and depression is repeatedly bombarded by

University, has demonstrated that depression involves a reciprocal

the fear signals underlying his anxiety and depression. These fear
responses include liypersensitivity to all environmental stimuli,

D. Ewen Cameron, L. Levy, and L. Rubinstein, "Effects of Repetition of
Verbal Signals iipon the Behavior of Chronic Psychoneurotic Patients",
Jgurnal Of Mental Science \06, \960, pp. 742£[.

Stephen Stahi, Essential Psychopharmacology: Neuroscientifiic Basis
c7#c7 Prczc//.cc!/ 44p//.cc7//.o#s, Cainbridge University Press, New York, 1996.

heightened self-examination, and self-referencing.
Helen S. Mayberg et al. "Regional Metabolic Effects of Fluoxetine in
Major Depression: Serial Changes and Relationship to Clinical Response",
B/.o/og/.ccr/ Ps);cA/.c7/r}; 48.8 (2000). Helen S. Mayberg, "Defining Neurocircuits in Depression", Pryc/?/.a//.i.c 4##cz/a 36:4 (April 2006).
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The heightened and sustained fear responses uncovered by May-

Russell advocates connecting to a wide variety of outside inter-

berg and DeLoux make sense if someone is constantly endangered

ests that are readily available to the average individual, some as

either by hostile individuals or a savage environment. From an evol-

simple as reading about the excavations at Ur of the Chaldees or

utionary standpoint, such a person would benefit by keeping on

engaging in gardening.]5 They could open up the unhappy person-

constant guard against emerging threats.'4 However, this does not

ality to the rich world of stimulation and interest that never ceases.

apply to the pathologically anxious or depressed. When stress sets

However, the egocentric, success-driving individual has largely dis-

off fear responses, they usually subside after the original stress

counted them because they appear so common.

ends, but anxious or depressed individuals experience persistent

Russell retains the humanistic view that we are part of the uni-

overactive signaling from the fear circiiits that do not subside. With-

verse's creation, with lives that have been harmonized by evolution

out inhibitory messaging from the cortex to demonstrate their irra-

to fit into its rhythms. To Russell, these rhythms are alternating pe-

tionality, the fearful feelings dominate, geiierating an egocentrism

riods of renewal and quiescence, which allow for energetic activity

that traps the patient in a prison of self-absorption. Fortunately

but also safeguard contemplation. Once the unhappy individual re-

modern anti-anxiety, anti-depressant and anti-psychotic drugs can

adjusts and starts to experience satisfaction in his family and out-

norinalize these disturbed subcortical circuits and restore the brain's

side iiiterests, he will cease to be a willful tyrant, exploiting himself

reciprocal balance between necessary fear responses and proper in-

and others for his personal glorification, and will become instead a

tellectual evaluation. Wheii this stability is achieved, it is possible

to restore effective rational processes. However, Russell addressed

giving and receiving member of the community and world.
Russell stresses how a life that is functioning in many areas pro-

himself to the plight of the functioning though unhappy individual

tects that individual against the destructive effects of personal loss

rather than the pathologically depressed and anxious individual, and

and despair. He contemplates how having broad- based interests can

he neither had to deal with these extremes nor would the science of

comfort one when death claims a loved one, and even offers the

the time have provided him with clues as to what needed to be done

story of how a scientist with great intellectual desires may suffer a

if he had.

brain-damaging blow to his head, but if he desires the progress of

science and not merely to contribute to the field, knowing that oth-

RUSSELL 0N RESTORING CONNECTION
TO EXTERNAL INTERESTS

ers would continue to pursue knowledge he valued, he would not

In addition to suggesting what individuals could do to free them-

purely egoistic motives. Similarly, despair is more easily faced in
less dramatic cases when one has interests outside oneself. Russell

selves from irrational impulses, Russell projected a wider, truly vi-

sionary concept of universal happiness available to those who could

suffer the same despair as would the man whose research had

shed the narrow confines of a life in which selfish fulfillment was

gives as an example of this the man who is engaged in absorbing
work and is less distracted by an unhappy married life than one not

the primary objective in part 2 of 7lrfee Co#g"esf o/fJappf.#ess. Rus-

absorbed by interests outside oneself.]6

sell offers a plan for genuine happiness, asserting that the values of

Russell also values equal development of the intellectual, sen-

sual, and willful drives and wams against an unbalanced develop-

zest, affection, the family, work, impersonal interests and resignation, along with the cultivation of broad and meaningful relation-

ment. Not only does he stress the dangers of too egocentric and

ships with others and the world is what is necessary to provide on-

willful a life, but he also sees dangers in going too far in one-sided

golng fulflllment despite hardships.

intellectual development or sensual indulgence. He esteems, in-

stead, the balanced life where all potentials fit within the boundaries
" Joseph LeDoux, "Emotion, Memory, and the Brain", Scf.e#fi#c f4me;-j.-

can, v. 2]0, no. 6` LeDoux, The Emotional Brain: The Mysterious UnderpJ.##ingr a/E#tori.o#cz/ £z/e, Simon & Schuster, N. Y..1996, pp.138-178,
225-266.

Russell, Co#g!/es'/, pp.176,114.
Ibid, pp.182-183.
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of health and fairness. These he sees as the formula for harmony,

judgment and impulse control.21 He asks that happiness be classifled in the American Psychiatric Association's D/.c7gwos/i.c cz#d S/cz-

20

solidity, resiliency, and happiness."

21

f7.a//.ccz/ A4lcz#ifcI/ as a "Major Mood Disorder, Pleasant Type."

TIH CONCEPT HAPPINESS IN PSYCHIATRY
concept in psychiatry. According to the clinical psychologists David

MY CLINICAL PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE
USING RUSSELL'S CONCEPTS

Myers and Ed Diener, happiness is underreported in the profes-

As a practicing psychiatrist, I have found Russell's ideas about so-

Despite its fundamental importance, happiness remains an elusive

sional literature. In a literature survey, they have determined that of

cial pathology, rational reconstruction, and connecting to the wide

the 46,380 articles indexed in Ps);cAo/og}/ AbsfrczcfLs from 1967-

world of possibilities iinportant therapeutic principles. Using them,

1994 only 2,389 or 5% mentioned happiness while depression was

I have been able to help my patients look more profoundly at their

cited 37,000 times.]8 However, this situation may be changing. Ac-

own psychological make ups and have helped them to see the wide

cording to "The Science of Happiness," which is highlighted in the

possibilities for feeling and action that their own contextual and

I;.w7e Mcrgczzz.#c "Special Mind & Body Issue" of January 17, 2005,

academic psychological researchers are concentrating on neuro-

personal thinking have minimized.
I typically introduce Russell's ideas while at the same time

transmitters and brain regions responsible for happiness. But as is

offering traditional psychological interpretations about the personal

standard for the profession, they focus on the treatable individual

conflicts that have arisen witliin the patients about their identity,

rather than the larger society as a source of happiness.'9 And in Feb-

goals, family and work relationships. This will be in cases where

ruary 2004, psychiatrist Dennis S. Chamey published a physiologi-

patients are struggling with why they are so defective, angry, guilty,
or psychosomatically ill. At the same time, I have provided these

cal study on the genetic basis of resiliency. In it, he concludes that

those wlio produce the least amount of stress hormone (cortisol) aiid
the largest amounts of stress-protecting hormones and/or neuropep-

tides (DIIEA and neuropeptide Y, respectively) are best able to
handle stress, and he calls for developing drugs that enhance these

protective genes. But as with the others, he does not deal specifically with the social factors that underlie happiness.20

Finally, there are rogue elements in psychiatry that wish to make

patients with photocopies of selected chapters from Zlfre C'o#gwes/,
including those on "Boredom and Excitement," "Zest," "Affection,"
"Impersonal Interests," "Effort and Resignation," and most fre-

quently "Competition." In most instances, I have been able to help
these suffering patients using this double approach. They have

achieved greater personal awareness, greater hopefulness, and a
sense of re-vitalization and find that Russell's words and messages

happiness into a "diagnosis of mental illness." Richard Bentall, for

are inspiring, moving them further to change destructive underlying

example, aL[gues in iL 1992 paper ln The Joul.nal Of Medical Ethics

egoistic patterns.

that happiness should be classified as a mental disorder, because its

Let me illustrate the effectiveness of incorporating Russell's

rarity makes it abnormal. Furtherinore, its association with exces-

ideas into my therapeutic work. A patient of mine, a 49 year-old

sive pleasure, indulgence in food, drink, and sex and propensity to

chronically depressed woman, was struggling with her domineering

produce carefree and unpredictable behavior suggest impaired

and controlling 80 year-old mother, who was still very active in the

17 Ibid, p. 46.

family business. At the same time, the patient experienced intense

'8 David. G. Myers and Ed Diener, "The Pursuit of Happiness", Sc/.e#/J#c

guilt over defying her mother. This struggle had begun in childhood, when the mother rejected her daughter's ordinary demands

zlme/1.ccz#, v. 274 no. 5 (May 1996).

"The Science of Happiness," rj.mc A4c}gc}zi.#e, Special Mind & Body Is-

for care, preferring to devote herself to friends and business instead.

sue, January 17, 2005.

Dennis S. Charney, "Psychobiological Mechanisms of Resilience and
Vulnerability: Implications for Successful Adaptation to Extreme Stress,"
The Alnerican Journal Of psycl.iatry \6\(2). Februa.ry 2004.

2' Richard Bentall` "A Proposal to Classify Happiness as a Psychiatric Dis-

order", Journal Of Medical Ethics 18(I),1992.
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My patient found solace and a new pei.spective in Russell's chapter

life, he also had to endure, despite much positive recognition, the

on "Effort and Resignation," where he recommends that one avoid

hostility of peers, his jailing for pacifism during World War I, his

asking oneself to do the impossible. She was eager to read the entire

loss of two parliamentary elections, three failed marriages, a schizo-

book to see what other suggestions Russell might have.

phrenic child, strained economics and rejection by his university.
It was humankind's good fortune that Bertrand Russell, the bril-

A second case also iiivolved the bitter struggle of a younger
woman (32 years old in this case) with a domineering mother, who,

liant philosopher, was able to draw on his personal life experience

unlike the mother in the flrst case, was intrusive and sought to con-

with unhappiness and happiness. Forced like most people to endure

trol her daughter's behavior. I addressed this woman's compulsive

what seems to be universal suffering, he used his powerful intellect

compliance to her mother's wishes by focusing on her need to get

to understand the origins of misery and find a universal solution for

confirmation from caring friends. With my encouragement she read

it well within the grasp of the ordinary individual living under

Russell's chapter on fear of public opinion and after this began to

peaceful conditions. In overcoming "meditating on his sins, follies,
and shortcomings" and centering his attention upon the world at

effectively assert herself with her mother. She discovered that her
inother could respond positively to my patient's newly-found self-

large, he found, as he writes in the last sentence in 7lfoc Co#gwes/

assertion. The fiery confrontation and rejection the patient had long

that "it is in such profound instinctive union with the stream of life

feared were now appreciated as fantasies created by her overactive

that the greatestjoy is to be found."22

Like his contemporary, Sigmund Freud, the father of psycho-

fear circuits.

In a third case, a 42 year-old anxious and depressed business

analysis, Russell used his own life experiences to discover basic

man was intensely preoccupied with his past failures. He was able

psychological truths. He was able to fulfill significantly the second
of the life goals that he had formulated for himself. As stated in the

to shift away from these self-condemnations after I interpreted to
him his mother's oppressively identifying him with his so-called

"terrible" father, whom she had divorced when the patient was five.
He felt that reading Russell's cliapter on "Competition" helped him
understand the compulsive origins of his self-hatred.

Postscript to his .4t/fobJ.ogrczpky, in addition to wanting to find out

what could be known, Russell wanted "to do whatever might be
Possible toward creating a happier world."23
Hopefully, psychiatry can heed Russell's 78 year old message.

If so, it can recover its goal of helping individuals find happiness by

RUS SELLIAN CONCLUSIONS

again directing them to rid themselves of egoistic preoccupations

We are fortunate to have Bertrand Russell's examination of the

and promote beneflcial social and external activities even as it

causes of unhappiness and happiness. His recommendations about

strives to developed new biological treatments. Naturally, Russell's

reorganizing a conventionally competitively successful life fraught

more powerful message is addressed to society at large to create

with angst and despair have provided us with the remarkable dis-

new social norms and programs that allow happiness to thrive, and

covery that happiness is our natural state if we overcome the narrow

replace the striving for profits, unlimited growth, and dominance

bounds of egotism and reconnect with the larger world.

with a fair world that offers each of its people a chance for educa-

At the same time, we must reflect that Russell was drawn to this

tion, health, prosperity, and pleasure.

study when he was 57 years of age, because despite inheriting a
high social position and developing into a widely recognized mathelnatical and philosophical genius, he was not spared life's tra-

gedies, beginning most profoundly with the loss of both parents by
the time he was four. Because he had to deal with family loss so

Clinical Assistant Professor of psychiatry
New York University Medical Center
Lecturer, Columbia University Psychoanalytic Center
dsgldmn@att.net

early, the strictness of his puritanical paternal grandmother, and in-

tense isolation growing up, he was no stranger to misery. In his long

Russell, Co#q!/es`/` pp.18,191.

R`issell, j4wfob;.ogrcxpdy, p. 725.

BERTRAND RUSSELL ON FEAR: A PROLEGOMENAt
MARVIN KOHL

ABSTRACT. Russell maintains that all fear, whether it be unconscious,
conscious, or attitudinal, is bad and ought to be eliminated. At best these
claims are hyperbole; at worse, false. They also involve an exacting notion
of human nature, bringing to mind John Maynard Keynes' charge in Two
A4lemo/.rs that "there was no solid diagnosis of human nature" underlying
Russell's theory, and that Russell "sustained simultaneously a pair of opinions ludicrously incompatible. He held that in fact human affairs were carried on after a most irrational fashion. but that the remedy was quite simple
and easy, since all we had to do was to carry them on rationally."

I. RUSSELL'S STANCE
Beilrand Russell maintains that one of the great obstacles to human
happiness is fear. In his essay "On Evils Due to Fear" he argues that
"a great many of the defects from which adults suffer are due to
preventable mistakes in their education, and [that] the most important of these mistakes is the inculcation of fear."I He also insists
that cz// fear is bad. Thus, in Wfocz/ / Be/J.eve, he writes:

Religion, since it has its source in terror, has dignified certain
kinds of fear, and made people think them not disgraceful. In
this it has done mankind a great disservice: cz// fear is bad, and
ought to be overcome not by fairy tales, but by courage and rational reflection.2

In 714e Co#gi7cf/ o/fJapp/.#ess, he again reminds us that fear of
any kind is a major obstacle to happiness, whether it be fear of life

in general, fear of failure, or some other kind of fear. For exalnple,
in discussing the fear of public opinion he writes:
Fear of public opinion, like every other form of fear, is oppressive and stunts growth. It is difficult to achieve any kind of

This paper was presented at the annual meeting of the Bertrand Russell
Society, Monmouth University, New Jersey, June 9, 2007.
Bertrand Russell, "On the Evils Due to Fear," in //J Col//c7 Prec}c/7 Jws/
O„ce (New York: Harper,1929), 219. He later adds "I do not believe that
any good thing is to be obtained through fear, and I hold that obedience not
otherwise obtainable had better not be obtained." (228)
Bertrand Russell, Wf!cz/ /Be/!.eve (New York: Dutton,1925),13.
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greatness while a fear of this kind remains strong, and it is impossible to acquire that freedom of spirit in which true happiness consists, for it is essential to happiness that our way of
living sliould spring from our own deep impulses and not from
the accidental tastes and desires of those who happeil to be our
neighbors, or even our relations.3

All of us probably have had experiences of fear, and so to some
extent understand its nature. If we had to describe the general nature
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with its pi.esence or a genuine threat. But he also tends to identify

cases as being that of fear only when the individual is stricken with
panic. In other words, given tlie logic of Russell's position he would
have to maintain that, because of panic, all three of these cases are

examples of irrational behavior. This strikes me as an odd and un-

acceptably narrow way of characterizing fear.
Perhaps the clearest example of this narrowing of meaning occurs in Wfec!/ / Be/f.eve. After telling us that the purpose of the mor-

of this experience, we might be content to say that fear is the feeling

alist is to improve men's behavior, that active malevolence is the

that occurs in the presence of an actual, perceived, or anticipated

worst feature of human nature, and suggesting that most of this

threat. Perhaps a more sophisticated observer would want to regard
fear as the physiological and psychological state that comes about

malevolence is caused by a haunting fear of danger and ruin, Rus-

in the presence of an actual, perceived, or anticipated threat.

do priinary battle. Thus, he writes:

sell concludes that fear is the great enemy against which we must

This characterization has its difficulties in that it leaves obscure

the nature or inore exact description of this state: for example, the

extent to which it conforms with a general reflex type or has the
characteristics that have traditionally been associated with instincts.

Nonetheless, it is useful at the outset because it reminds us that fear

is both a state of mind and a state of body with measurable physio-

[love of mental adventure] inust ... be one of the chief concems of the scientiflc moralist to combat fear. This can be
done in two ways: by increasing security, and by cultivating

courage. I am speaking of fear as an irrational passion, not of
the rational prevision of possible misfortune. When a theatre

logical correlates, and because it appears to be the characterization

catches fire, the rational man foresees disasterjust as clearly as

Russell uses or at least seems to presuppose.

the man stricken with panic, but he adopts methods likely to

Most of us would agree that fear is a matter of degree and that
some fears are more rational than others. For example, some people

diminish the disaster, whereas the man stricken with panic increases it.4

fear the Tarantula spider and are stricken by panic in its presence

Notice that Russell is here not objecting to the belief that the theatre

because its bite is poisonous. Other people just do not like spiders.

is on fire. Since the theatre is presumably on flre, both the rational

They panic in their presence for the saine reason as they panic in the

and irrational man have grounds for believing that this is the case.

presence other insects, namely, because they believe they definitely
cause disease. Still others are terrified of spiders because they be-

What he is objecting to are the feelings - the paralyzing panic which has become associated with the second man's belief that the

lieve that tlie bite of any spider is deadly. Most of us would agree

theatre is on flre. And I think most of us would agree that being

that the first belief is rational; that the second is erroneous because

stricken, being paralyzed with fear, is not a rational stance. But

spiders, unlike fleas and ticks, are generally known not to cause dis-

having said this, we should also recognize the following: first, that

ease; and that the third belief is irrational because it is contrary to

the widely known fact that while tarantula bites can be extreinely

paralyzing fear is not the only kiiid of fear; second, that there are
important differences between having rational and irrational feel-

painful, they are not deadly.
It is true that Russell distinguishes between the rational and irra-

of this extreme kind. Perhaps all forms of panic are bad but it does

tional apprehension of danger. It is also true that Russell acknowl-

not follow from tliis that all forms of fear are.

edges the importance of rationally apprehending danger when faced

ings; and finally, that the kinds of fear Russell typically attacks are

His abhorrence of fear has another source. Russell, especially
when doing political and social philosophy, became increasing

Bertrand Russell, 714e Co#qifcff o/ I/c7ppz.#ess (Garden City, New York:
Garden City Publishing,1930),138-9.

4 What I Believe,70`
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aware of the fact that fear kills the love of thought and mental ad-

profit by the techniques that, if wisely used, could make him hap-

venture. For example, he concludes his chapter on education in

py" and that "the greatest obstacle to a good world is fear and [that]
both conscious and unconscious fear must be eliminated." 7 The re-

Pr/.#cJP/es o/ Sac/'cz/ Reco#s/rz/c/I.o# by describing the evils caused

by a mistaken education, one inspired by fear. Thus, he writes that

curring theme, here taken from ECJwcc7f/.o# c}#c/ /Ae Gooc/ I//e, is that
"fear should be overcome not only in action, but in feeling; and not

If the object [of education] were to make pupils think, rather
than to make them accept certain conclusions, education
would be conducted quite differently: there would be less ra-

pidity of instruction and more discussion, more occasions
when the pupils are encouraged to express themselves, more

attempt to make education concern itself with inatters in whicli
the pupils feel some interest.

only in conscious feeling, but in the unconscious as well." 8

To sum up: Fear, for Russell, as a bio-genetic disposition or emo-

tional attitude based on perceived dangers or threats, is a primary
evil because it is responsible for, and continues to produce, the most
detrimental kind of cognitive and eudemonic helplessness. It is an

evil because it is responsible for causing the worst of human behavior and undermining the best. Russell's vision is of a world without

Above all, there would be an endeavour to rouse and stimulate

fear. It is a vision of a universal fearlessness that allows for a fuller

the love of mental adventure .... To give this joy, in a greater or

nurturing of the good life.

less measure, to all who are capable of it, is the supreme end
for which the education of the mind is to be valued. 5

Russell also explains why, although the love of mental adventure is
rare among adults, it is not so with children. Among children, he

writes,

It is very common, and grows naturally out of the period of

11. CONCLUSION

The type of fear deserving of censure, then, is not any of the ones
Russell has chosen. It is not fear pe;I Fe, but panic fear and those
ideological stances that inculcate or produce it that deserve censure.

Moreover, it is difficult to reconcile the fact that fear is instinct-like
with Russell's normative claim that it ought to be eliminated. This

make-believe and fancy. It is rare in later life because every-

difficulty, I should like to add, does not seem to be a logical one.

thing is done to kill it dui.ing education. Men fear thought as

For it seems consistent to say that, although X cannot be eliminated,

they fear nothing else on earth - inore than ruin, more eveii

X nonetheless ought to be. 9

than death .... It is fear that holds men back - fear lest their

7 Bertrand Russell, Ivew fJapes/or cr C¢c7#gj.#g Wor/cJ (New York: Simon

cherished beliefs should prove delusions, fear lest the institu-

tions by which they live should prove harmful, fear lest they

themselves should prove less worthy of respect than they have
supposed themselves to be .... No institution inspired by fear

can further life. Hope, not fear, is the creative principle in hu-

man affairs . 6

In Ivew j7apes/o/ c7 CAc7#g/.#g Jyor/d he writes: "The thing that
above all others I have been concerned to say in this book is that be-

cause of fears that once had a rational basis mankind has failed to

Bertrand R`"ssel\, Principles Qf Social Recolistruction (London.. George
Allen & Unwin,1916),164-5.
Ibid.,165-7.

and Schuster,1951),188,161-2.

8 Bertrand Russell, Ec/wccz/f.o# cznd /Ae Good fj/e (New York: Boni & Live-

;££:t6e]£2H6!'ffi;n,inpersona|correspondence,writesthat"perhapsitisnot
a logical difficulty, but it does s'ee#i to be one." Admittedly, there is an inner tension. However, I believe that this tension is not generated by incon-

sistency. We commonly suppose, though not with unquestioning certitude,
a particular notion of consistency. We assume that it is correct to retain the
notion that it is logically consistent to say "although X cannot be eliminated, X nonetheless ought to be." For example, we may say that "although
death cannot be eliminated, it nonetheless ought to be." Now this may be
an utterly unwise thing to say, but it is not inconsistent. Why not? To this

question I should reply that it is the normative parts of these statements that
take us "off the logical hook." I admit that "ceteris paribus, one ought to,
and ought not to, do X" is inconsistent; but quickly add the statement "although X cannot be eliminated, X nonetheless ought to be" does not take
this form; and to insist that it does, as some may be inclined to do, is to re-
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when combined with Russell's claiins, generates a worry. The prim-

of ordinary human beings. Perhaps, given his own vast power of
reason, he assumed that ordinary human beings, most of whom are

ciple of futility roughly reads that oiie ought not attempt to do what

considerably less well endowed, have the same ability.

one knows cannot be done or that one ought not aim at what one

Respect for fearlessness and courage is one of the outstanding

knows to be iinpossible. Something here seems to be normatively

marks of Western philosophy. Russell's writings bear testimony to

amiss. This does not mean that we should not attempt in education

the vitality of this tradition. His own indomitable fearlessness is a

and elsewhere to eliminate as much of the paralyzing and debilitat-

model even critics respect. Nonetheless, it is one thing to tell us to

ing forms of fear as we can. But if it is true that fear is so deeply

eliminate fear whenever we wisely can, it is another to be cavalier

rooted in the physiological and psychological nature of inan that, at

about the ease and extent of being able to do so.

preseiit, it cannot be eliminated, then it seems to be unwise to have
that aim. For as Russell elsewhere suggests: "There is no such thing

are often inculcated and zealously nurtured and that Russell, as a

as an irrational aim except in the sense of one that is impossible of

social reformer, deserves our admiration for his courageous battle

realization." I I

This brings us to a related difficulty, to what may be called Russell's illusory optimism. For there are few areas of Russell's writ-

I am not taking issue with the claim that abusive forms of fear

against this abuse. Nor do I deny that fear often impedes and destroys human happiness. What I wish to suggest is: (I) that we dis-

tinguish between the inculcation of specific abusive attitudinal

lngs where John Maynard Keynes' criticism may be more applica-

fears, like the fear of truth or public opinion, and the bio-genetic

ble. Keynes charged that "there was no solid diagnosis of huinan

dispositions or instincts that enable us to fear an approaching fire or

nature" underlying Russell's views, and that Russell "sustained si-

enemy; (2) that it generally makes good sense to call for tlie elimi-

multaneously a pair of opinions ludicrously incompatible. He held

nation of the former; but (3) that neither Russell's arguments nor

that in fact human affairs were carried on after a most irrational

the evidence about the protective nature of non-panic fear warrants

fashion, but that the remedy was quite simple and easy, since all we

the conclusion that all fear ought to be elimiiiated; and (4) that the

had to do was to cany them on rationally." '2
Keynes' charge of being "ludicrously incompatible" may be too
strong. But certainly Russell is overly optimistic about the ease in

most vulnerable aspect of Russell's doctrine seems to be his conviction that it is desirable and possible for oi.dinary huinan beings to
eliminate all fear.

which fear may be eliminated. Briefly consider the problem gener-

I would be remiss if I concluded this discussion without com-

ated by just the existence of unconscious fear. How does a con-

inenting on one of Russell's most important insights. Russell is

scious mind command or urge an unconscious mind to behave? Is

right on the mark in his understanding of how fear may be manipu-

Russell not too sanguine about the ease in which unconscious fears

lated in order to control others. The successful manipulation of fear

can be recognized and controlled by the conscious mind? He clearly

is an instrument of power. Russell also clearly understood that poli-

underestimated the power and role played by repression in the minds

ticians typically manipulate public fear in order to advance their
own agendas. From this perspective, his social philosophy may be

viewed as a pioneering effort in understanding how the dread of
commend an unnecessary dilution of the notion of consistency. Therefore, I
propose to conclude by at least provisionally saying that although the
difficulty may seein to be a logical one, it is not.

For a general analysis of this idea, see Marvin Kohl, "Wisdom and Futil-

rty `" The Philosophical Forum 32..1 (2f)Ol), 73-93 .
Bertrand R:ussell, Human Society in Ethics and Politics (London.. A\ler\
11

& Unwin,1954),11.

John Maynard Keynes, Two A4lcmo/./.I (London: R`ipert Hart-Davis,
1949),102.

loss aiid the fear of death may be used as a means of promoting
various political agendas. Here I will remain relatively silent about

how the current fear of terrorism has been used to reverse welfare
gains and to diminish what always has been a fragile ideal, namely,
the coinmitment to a benevolent society. What I find disconcerting
is that this vital insight in Russell's may be lost because of his zeal

as a social reformer and his hasty generalization.
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The main object of the present paper is in part polemical, criti-

BOOK REVIEW

cally focusing on Russell's claim that all fear is bad and ought to be
eliminated, and in part preparatory, hoping this discussion will en-

courage the development of a contrary neural and philosophical

theory, one that conceives of fear as a system that is hardwired, part
of the emotional unconscious, "a system that detects danger and

WHAT IS HAPPINESS?
BRANDON YOUNG

produces responses that maximize the probability of surviving a
dangerous situation in the most beneficial way," as Joseph LeDoux

Review of Daniel Gilbert, Sfi/mb//.77g o# fJczpp/.#ess ( 2005), 336 pp.

suggests." Daunting as the challenge may be, would it not be grand

Vintage Books, New York.

if this new theory also added to our understanding of knowing what
to fear and what not to fear, even if this understanding is contrary to
the dispositions presently embedded or programmed into the neural

system by evolution?

State University of New York, Fredonia
mknyc@rcn.com

In S/wmb/!.#g o# fJc7ppz.#ess, a popular work that won the 2007 Royal Society's Prize for Science Books, Gilbert examines the nature of
and psychological obstacles to human happiness. The book contains

five parts, with eleven chapters, that integrate research from gametheory, economics, neurophysiology, philosophy, experimental psychology and sociological study.

In the professional psychological world, Gilbert is an expert in a

field properly called "affective forecasting," a technical phrase for

the study of how human beings predict their future emotional state.
It is highly likely, he thinks, that this unique human ability, coin-

ciding with the growth of the frontal lobes, helped the species sur-

vive by guiding the emotions. "We are," as Gilbert writes, "the ape
that looked forward (p. 9)." However, this cognitive ability is any-

thing but perfect. In fact, the constant refrain of the book is that we
consistently miscalculate how we will feel in the future.
Gilbert invites the reader to join him in examining this counter-

intuitive human cognitive ability. Thus, in chapter two, "Tlle View

From in Here," Gilbert shows that most of us make predictions about
our future happiness in certain situations (e.g., as a lottery winner
versus as a paraplegic) based on imagining further conditions (e.g.,

a lottery winner with perfect health or a paraplegic without a lover)
that may not obtain and that directly influence our actual happiness

in those situations. Rather than recommending a remedy for this
characteristic, S/.fmb/;.#g o# fJcrpp/.#ess is an work on experimental
psychology meant to explain the phenomena, rather than a clinical
one meant to correct them.

'3 Joseph LeDoux, The Emotional Brain: The Mysterious Underpinnings of

In chapter 9 ("Immune to Reality") and again in colicluding the
book, Gilbert looks at the mechanisins we use to fend off unhappiness and spells out the details of what he calls the "psychological

Emotional Life (New York: Simon and Schuster,1996),128.

immime system." Like the physical immune system that defends us
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from illness, the psychological immune system defends us from un-

DISCUSSION

happiness. Psychological traumas (loss of a loved one, divorce, loss

of ajob) kick the psychological immune system into high gear, and
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the events are dealt with. The psychological trauma is very complex

GARY HARDCASTLE

and must treated with a variety of healing techniques. But Gilbert

does not explain how we are to cope with these traumas; it is, there-

fore, left to the reader to conceive of the ways in which a person
copes with such an event (psychotherapy, anti-depressants, group
therapy, exercise, meditation retreats, etc).

Gilbert draws an analogy to the physical iinmune system with

respect to the coping mechanisms. We seek treatment for major in-

Analytic philosophy wasn't what you might have been led to think it

was. This is something that Aaron Preston suspects the canonical ana-

lytics - Bertraiid Russell, G. E. Moore, and Ludwig Wittgenstein knew, but were inclined to paper over. At any rate, it is something

that the "new wave" historians of analytic philosophy (Preston's
term) in the l980s and l990s, e.g., Michael Beaney, Nicholas Grif-

fiii, Peter Hacker, Peter Hylton, and Ray Monk, established and

juries (like a major gash) but do not seek treatment for minor injuries

made much of. With a recent spate of "analytic historians" (Preston's

(small cuts). The result is that minor injuries can end up being worse
over time than major ones. Likewise, the minor annoyance of, say, a

terin again) like Scott Soames writing the history of analytic philo-

spouse being late for an important date, is too small to trigger the
psychological immune system, and therefore nothing is done to
cope with the event. Yet over time, like tiny cuts that do not heal
and lead to serious illness, these events can build to depression and

other emotional disorders. These events hurt, and they hurt inces-

santly because the mental `immune system' did not have a sufficient catalyst.

Like Bertrand Russell, who explained relativity theory on ana-

logy with India rubber, Gilbeil has the gift of finding novel ways to
convey difficult ideas. Couple that with his lucidity (also like Lord
Russell's) and the result is a book so thoroughly enjoyable it is dif-

ficult not to affectively forecast the pleasure of the next chapter.
The danger is that the book's readability and (sometimes corny)

humor may prevent it from being taken seriously as the scholarly
work it is. This book can be recommended to anyone interested in
psychology, economics, or philosophy as well as to people who
wisli to gain some insight into liuman happiness and the foibles of

the human mind.
brandonbildung@gmail.com

sophy in seeming ignorance of the work of the new wavers, Preston
is rightly concerned to reinind us of the new wavers' chief result,
namely, that "no view traditionally connected with analytic philosophy was actually shared by all and only canonical analysts" (15).

Analytic philosophers, especz.cz//y the canonical ones, differed over

what analysis is, what gets analyzed, and, for that matter, what the
point of the entire enterprise might be.
Preston's paper is, however, no mere reminder to keep some
Monk nearby while wading through, say, Soames' PAj./osapfoz.cc7/
.4#cz/ysi.s z.# /foe rwe#/I.e/A Cc#/#ry. According to Preston, the new

wavers saw something iinportaiit, indeed, but failed to see what that
something /.mp//.cc/. The fact that Russell, Moore, and Wittgenstein

(not to mention A. J. Ayer, Rudolf Camap, Gottlob Frege, etc.) did
not see eye to eye on the nature and role of aiialysis, combined with

a bit of thought about what a philosophical scAoo/ is, forces us, according to Preston, to what he calls an "illusionist" view of analytic
philosophy. On the illusionist approach, analytic philosophy is what
it has traditionally been supposed to be, but, alas, it does not exist.
(Did it seem to );o!i that it existed? There's the illusion.) This is a
view cJe#z.cc/ by the new wavers, though according to Preston, it fol-

lows from their work. More on the illusionist approach, and Preston's
arguments for it, in a bit. First, a distinction.

The discovery that no single doctrine is shared by analytic philo-

sophy's canonical philosophers could well unsettle someone who has
devoted his or her best intellectual years to imbibing, and building on,
* Thanks to Aaron Preston for helpful comments on an earlier draft of these
comments.
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the analytic tradition. But it shouldn't, at least not if we keep in mind

sophy as a doctrinally unified school, but that it attempts to trace the

the simple distinction between an idea on the one hand and the people

development, in different heads across different times, of the very
doctrines once taken to be analytic philosophy's defining features.2

who consider, examine, hold, resist, or flat-out reject it on the other.

Thei.e are many ways a person can be involved with a particular idea

Inclined to define analytic philosophy (for the sake, presumably,

at a particular time beyond simply believing it. Consider the flux of

of having a fixed historical target), and impressed that no doctrine

these various attitudes for o#e person over time, multiply that by the
several members of an intellectual community, and the diversity of

picks out just the right people at the right time, one would presumably be in the market for a #o#-doctrinal definition. Big mistake, says

intellectual attitudes to a given idea begins to seem the #orm in an in-

Preston, and here we return to the matter of implications and illu-

tellectual community - uniformity, even for short periods, the excep-

sions. According to Preston, what the new wavers missed is that we

tion. The crppeclrcr#cc of uniformity is, of course, another thing. That,

mzfs/ have a doctrinal definition of analytic philosophy, and ainong

as Preston notes, is appreciated and projected by intellectual commu-

those the only viable candidate is i.//wsz.o#z.sf. Here's the argument.

nities, philosophical schools hardly being an exception.I
In short, cJoc//.z.#c should not be called upon to serve as the basis

Why, first, must we have a doctrinal definition, especially if (as Pi.es-

ton accepts) the new wavers have shown that there ;.a no single doc-

for deflning a philosophical school, at least if our aim is to pick out

trine the canonical figures share? Well, in defining analytic philo-

its canonical figiires. Doctrinal definitions of the analytic inovement,

sophy (or, presumably, any philosophical school) we must demand

particularly, would describe a "movement" whose membership vacillated drainatically, with "canonical" figures dropping in and out as

a "real definition," one that picks out analytic philosophy by its es-

their tliought developed or as they merely revisited views they'd ear-

lier defended, attacked, or ignored. That is, indeed, just what new

premise. Second premise: philosophy is and always has been a "theoretical discipline"; it produces "sets of views about the way things

wavers taught us. But it hardly means that certain ideas are not at the

are" which are "verbally articulated in a relatively straightforward

heart of analytic philosophy, or that there is Ilo such thing as analy-

way, in the form of a sufficiently clear declarative sentence" (20-1).

tic philosophy. Consider, for example, tlie idea that many (or even

Therefore the only acceptable sort of definition of any school of

every) exemplary philosophical problem is artificial, a sort of tangle

philosophy, analytic philosophy included, is one that identifies the
school by way of its doctrine:

enabled by nothing more than our normal language, or perhaps our
misuse of it. That is a profound and fascinating idea, absolutely cen-

tral to analytic philosophy and worth thinking hard about even today.
But to cJe/#e analytic philosophy in terms of a commitment, conviction, or belief in that idea would be to iniss its development, its recon-

sideration and reformulations in various hands -in short, to miss the
history of analytic philosophy at its most significant and exciting. What

makes new wave history of analytic philosophy so appealing (to me
at least) is not that it disables the popular image of analytic philo-

sence, its necessary aiid sufficient conditions (20). That's the first

There is a minimum standard, a necessary condition, for the initial
formation and the retrospective demarcation of groups that, like
schools, movements, or traditions, purport to mark out not merely a
region of socj.cz/ space, but ofp¢z./asapA;.ccz/ space: such groups must
rely for their cohesion, and hence also their existence, on a kind of
unity that is constituted by agreement in theoretical matters. That is,
a group is most properly called a philosophical school (etc.) only
when it has come together on the basis of a shared philosophical
view (or some set of them). (21, emphasis in original)

I For a remarkable (and entertaining) example of the p/.a/.cc/i.o# of unity over
the fact of disunity in a movement still regarded (despite much research establishing the contrary) as an exemplar of philosophical uniforinity, see Paolo
Mancuso's account of the Vienna Circle's reaction to Alfred Tarski's theory
of truth, "Tarski, Neurath and Kokoszynska on the Semantic Conception of
Truth" (forthcoming in D. Patterson, Ivew Essquf o# rars'4j' cr#c7 P¢/./osapfo.v,
Oxford). Faced with disagreement among logical positivists over the acceptability of Tarski's theory of truth, Carnap, Mancuso recounts, directed participants to "take a waiting attitude and ... not carry out public polemics
against semantics as a whole until . . . further development."

Philosophical schools like analytic philosophy must be defined doctrinally because, in short, definitions capture essences, and philosophical schools are esse#//.c}//y shared doctrines.
An appreciation of the role of what Thomas Gieryn has, in the context of the
history and sociology of science, called "boundary work" is extremely useful
here. See Greryn, I. Cultural Boundal.ies Of Science: CI.edibility on the Line
(Chicago,Ill.: University of chicago Press,1998).
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idea, that the received view is only an illusion, Preston calls "illusion-

conclusion, demanding as it does that we have a doctrinal definition

ism." Illusionism adheres to new waver history; there wasn't, in fact,

of analytic philosophy, will be at least as dubious about the argu-

any such thing as analytic philosophy. But what the illusionist takes

ment's second and all-impoiiant premise that philosophical schools

analytic philosophy to be - what it is that there wasn't any o/ as it
were - is just what traditional definitions have made it out to be, that

are essentially shared doctrines. That second premise asserts, after all,

the content of the conclusion, and so the argument appears to beg the

is, the received view. So, says Preston, "the illusionist is a tradition-

question. Granted the first premise, the question of whether we can
fashion something other than a doctrinal definition of analytic philo-

alist concerning wfec7/ analytic philosophy is supposed to be, but dif-

fers from other traditionalists concerning wAef4cr analytic philosophy

sophy just j's the question of whether analytic philosophy in partic-

exists at all" (27). One is reminded of other mythical beasts, say, uni-

ular is, in essence, a set of doctrines.

coms, about which we are all apparently illusionists in Preston's sense.

That aside, the second premise, tliat philosophy (again, including

analytic philosophy) is "the production and critical assessment" of
"sets of views . . . about the way things are, or what is the case, in some

region or other -or possibly the whole -of reality," (21) (something

We all subscribe to a traditionalist definition of unicorns but deny tliat

there ai.e any. Anyone who claims otherwise is suffering from, or perpetrating, an illusion.
This is good as far as it goes, except wasn't it part of the tradition-

Preston claims is a "minimal conception of what philosophy is and

alist account of analytic philosophy that analytic philosophy ex/.sfecJ,

what it involves [that] has been widely held, at least implicitly, through-

that is, that there were analytic philosophers, properly named as such

out the history of the discipline") was in fact explicitly denied by, for

because they in fact belonged to a philosophical school? One suspects

example, assorted logical positivists, notably Camap. Camap, with a

that there is in Preston's account of his position an equivocation

nulnber of positivists, saw himself #o/ as offering claims about the

over `philosophical school'. Actually, there must be some equivoca-

world, but as fashioning tools for the analysis of language. The tools

tion, for otherwise what Preston says about the illusionist view is flat-

themselves, in the form of formal languages, were developed in the

ly inconsistent. He writes that "for the illusionist analytic philosophy

context of, typically, pwre syntax; they were analytic, and thus made

is exactly what the received view says it is," (27) and (earlier) that

no claims about the world. Camap's logical syntax program, and the

on the received view, "analytic philosophy is a school of philosophy"

nature of philosophy itself, was of course discussed, contested, and

( 14). So on the illusionist view analytic philosophy is a school. But we
also read that if "analytic philosophy as ordinarily conceived is an

modified at the time, but that, as we saw above, is to be expected.

We should not, therefore, be swayed by Preston's argument for

illusion, then it is not a philosophical school" (27). At this point,

a doctrinal definition of analytic philosophy; its force depends upon

really, we can only ask for clarification of what is meant by `philo-

an antecedent coinmitment to its concliision via its second premise,

sophical school' or, barring that, consider the possibility that the

and its second premise conflicts with what we know to be the case

illusioiiist approach is itself an illusion.

about at least one prominent strain of analytic philosophy. But this

Preston's approach to these issues in the history of analytic philo-

hardly squelches the curiosity we ought to have about Preston's il-

soplry is thoughtful and creative, and so these problems might steer us

lusionist view. What sort of definition of analytic philosophy could

back toward non-doctrinal definitions of analytic philosophy. Or, even

this be, and how could it be cJoc/rz.#cz/, given what we've leaned

better, it might lead us to ask what work a definition of analytic philosophy, in cry of these senses, does for us, and why we need one to begin

from the new wavers?
According to Preston, the "received" view of analytic philosophy

with. Quine was fond of noting that the advent, development, and ulti-

is the view that "analytic philosophy is a school of philosophy that

mate calcification of deflnitions is an accurate measure of progress in the

originated . . . around the turn of the twentieth-century . . . fueled by the

sciences. Perhaps just the opposite holds for the history of philosophy?

perception that the correct method of philosophical inquiry . . . was the
analysis of language." However, he continues, it "does not correspond

Department of philosophy

and never has corresponded to anything in reality" (14-5, 27). This
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figures ordinarily taken to be analytic philosophers (i.e., on the
received view [of analytic philosophy]) (p. 26).
(3) is supported by citing what Preston calls the "new wave" of history of analytic philosophy "exeinplified by such figures as Nicholas

Griffin, Peter Hacker, Ray Monk, Peter Hylton, and Michael Beaney
I

among others" (p.15). They have successfully challenged what Pres-

In his carefully argued and extensively researched article "The Im-

ton views as a prior consensus or "received view" of analytic philo-

plications of Recent Work in the History of Analytic Philosophy"

sophy that claimed that analytic philosophers agreed that philosophy

(Preston 2005a) Aaron Preston has raised what should surely be the
central methodological issue for Russell studies and the history of

was primarily focused on the analysis of language. The received

analytic philosophy more generally.I That is, what are the goals of

Urmson and P. F. Strawson (pp. 12-13), but failed when it was later

the history of analytic philosophy and by what means can we best

critically examined.

view was put in place prior to 1970 by writers like Arthur Pap, J. 0.

try to meet these goals? Preston's main conclusion is that historical

Granting Preston's (3), it is not initially clear how (1)-(3) are in-

investigation into the origins of analytic philosophy has made the

consistent or why (2) is something we should accept. It turns out,

most common answers to these questions untenable. In particular,

though, that Preston has a special understanding of what a philosoph-

we are encouraged to conclude that analytic philosophy is not even

ical school is. This understanding requires that a philosophical school

a genuine philosophical movement, and is in this sense "illusory".

be unified by a collection of philosophical views or what Preston

For Preston, then, the history of analytic philosophy should recon-

calls "a deflning doctrine":

cile itself to this fact aiid adjust its metliods dramatically. Once we
see that analytic philosophy, as traditionally conceived, never exist-

ed, then we are free to apply tools not usually deployed in the history of philosophy, e.g. memetics (Preston 2005b).
In this short discussion piece I aim to challenge this conclusion by

arguing that Preston's claims about analytic philosophy depend on
ascribing two goals to the history of analytic philosophy. While I will

grant that he is largely successful in arguing that no account is likely to be able to meet both goals simultaneously, I will suggest that

A group counts as pfoJ./osapA;.ccz/ in the most proper, primary,

or focal sense if and only if its criterion for membership is ac-

ceptance of some set of views on the basis of rational understanding. I will say of any group which meets this requirement

thzut it is philosophically unified, or +hal it possesse;s philosophI.cc}/ w#J.OJ. And, when a view actually functions in this way to

ground the unity of a group, I shall call it a c7e¢#z.#g cJocfr/.#e
of that group (p. 21).

there is no reason to expect or require a unified means of achieving

This implies that a necessary condition on the existence of philo-

both goals.

sophical school X is that all of X's members have some set S of
11

views in common. This condition is not yet sufficient, as Preston

A concise version of Preston's argument comes towards the end of

also requires that the members of X each accept S for rational rea-

his article when he presents three statements which he claims are

sons, e.g. explicit philosophical arguments, and that it is this very
rational acceptance which unifies X.

jointly inconsistent:

Understood in this way, (1) is by itself inconsistent with (3). How

(1) Analytic philosophy is a philosophical school.

does Preston motivate such a demanding definition of a philosoph-

(2) Analytic philosophy originated in the early twentieth century.
(3) There is no set of views accepted by all and only those

ical school? He appeals to the metaphilosophical conception of philosophy as a theoretical discipline, i.e. as a discipline that aiins at

"the production and critical assessment of theories by means of reaI Unless othei-wise indicated, all references are to Preston 2005a.
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soning" (p. 21). I agree with Preston that nearly all philosophers

of my volumes was to contribute to making that demarcation

would agree with this aim, and most would probably also feel con-

(Soames 2006, 655).

fldent in saying what these theories are theories of, e.g. the nature of

reality, knowledge, language and ethics. But it is one thing to take

part in an activity that has certain aims and quite another to make the
achievement of that aim constitutive of the existence of a school of

a certain sort. It seems that the only way to move from the aim of
philosophy to Preston's definition of a philosophical school is to
think of philosophical schools as those groups that realize the ideals

of philosophy. A history of philosophy that takes on this definition
of philosophical schools seems to have as one of its goals what I
will call (G1):

If our history of analytic philosophy is aiming at (G1), then we must
be willing to admit that analytic philosophy is not a philosophical

school in the relevant sense. That is, analytic philosophers are not

unified by a set of views that can be rationally justified. This would

be a disturbing conclusion for soineone who defined herself as an
analytic philosopher and also subscribed to the ideal of pliilosophy
as a theoretical discipline discussed above. But all would not be lost

for such a philosopher, for she could readjust her self-conception by
thinking of herself as helping to create an ideal philosophical school

through a continuing refinement of her philosophical views through

(G1) Determine what sets of philosophical views can be justifled by rational argument. That is, what philosophical schools
are tliere?

rational reflection. So conceived, "analytic philosophy" would be a

Looking back over the history of philosophy can provide us with raw

losophy, and the relatively fleeting importance of history according

materials that will help us meet (Gl). Along the way we may find

to it, at work in the Soames quotation above. History should bring

that there are some philosophical schools consisting of actual people.

us up to date and show to what extent we have so far realized the

label for an as yet non-existent philosophical school that develops

rationally from one's current views. We see this conception of phi-

But our focus is mainly on the views themselves aiid whether or not

ideal behind (Gl), but at some point "progress" in philosophy re-

they can be rationally motivated.

quires that we go beyond what history can teach us.
It is precisely here that Preston would appeal to a second goal

Much of the work in the history of philosophy takes on this form,
and we often see (G1) expressed with some degree of clarity. Two

for the history of philosophy and it is this goal that is inconsistent

examples are Russell's preface to his P4;./osapAry o/ £e/.b#/.z and

with Soames' approach, or more generally with any "revisionist"

Soames' I.ecent I.emarks on the value of history for philosophy. Rus-

conception of analytic philosophy. A second goal for history is:

sell writes that in addition to the causal question of influence of one
philosopher on another,

(G2) To explain how this or that philosophical group achieved
and maintained its dominance within academic philosophy.

There remains always a purely philosophical attitude towards

Here I use "philosophical group", as Preston appears to, for a collec-

previous philosophers - an attitude in which, without regard to
dates or influences, we seek simply to discover what are the

tion of philosophers who may or may not amount to a philosophical

great types of possible philosophies, and guide ourselves in the
search by investigating the systems advocated by the great philosophers of the past (Russell 1900, xvi).

And, in more strident terms, Scott Soames has said of his Pfez./o-

school. Preston appeals to (G2) in arguing against revisionist concep-

tions of analytic pliilosophy. A revisionist isolates a defining doc-

trine for analytic philosophy, but is willing to accept that the analytic philosophers that result miglit be different than what the received
view would lead us to expect:

sophical Analysis in the Twentieth Century,

If progl.ess [in philosophy] is to be made, there must at some point
emerge a clear demarcation between genuine accomplishments
that need to be assimilated by later practitioners, and other work
that can be forgotten, disregarded, or left to those whose interest
is not in the subject itself, but in history for its own sake. The aim

By sliifting the traditional boundaries of analytic philosophy both
extensionally (in terms of who gets included or excluded) and
temporally (in terms of when the school originated), it draws our
attention away from the locus of the phenomenon that explain
analytic philosophy's meteoric rise to power and proininence
diiring the twentieth century - and this, I think, is wAczf mos/
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not necessary to appreciate this. For it does not take too much his-

A revisionist definition of analytic philosophy undermines (G2) be-

torical reflection to reveal that if twenty of the most important early
analytic philosophers had not survived past the age of eighteen, then

cause we start with a specified group of philosophers that dominated

nothing like analytic philosophy would have coine to dominate phi-

philosophy for a particular period of time. It is not helpful in answering our historical question to add philosophers to this group from

able answer to (G2-A) would include the fact that these philosoph-

other times or to take out some of the philosophers we started with.

ers were born and that they survived into adulthood. But, quite

losophy at the time that it did (Simoiis 2001). So part of a reason-

It is as if we wanted to understand why a particular explosion took

clearly, we are not interested in these sorts of facts when we try to

place in the desert on Wednesday and someone proposed an explanation of what happened at the bottom of the ocean on Monday.

answer (G 1 -A).

(G2), then, motivates (2) by blocking any revisionist accounts of
who the analytic philosophers actually are. If we accept (3) and want

factors must be introduced in answering (G2-A), but that these sorts

to also achieve (G1), then we must reject (1). The result is what Preston calls an illusionist account of analytic philosophy. Conti.any to

the influential picture of analytic philosophy as a philosophical

More generally, we can insist that some historical and causal

of factoi.s are irrelevant to answering (Gl-A). The dominance of a
group of philosophers is largely a result of contingent factors and
this dominance should not lead us to expect that this group forms a

school, we come to accept that "analytic philosophy" merely picks

philosophical school in Preston's sense. It may be possible to justify
many of their philosophical beliefs, but there is little hope that these

out a group of philosophers who came to dominate philosophy

very justifications played a crucial part in the popularity of that view

during a certain period of time. But we are a step closer to achieving

at that particular time. To see why in slightly more detail, suppose

(G2) because we are now free to consider non-theoretical reasons
for the dominance of this particular group. Crucially, Preston argues

theory T. If A is a good philosophical argument, then it will not ap-

that the illusion that analytic philosophy was a philosophical school

we have a strong philosophical argument A for a inetaphysical

in his sense was in part causally responsible for its social success (p.

peal to the authority of particular individuals or the contingent historical events of some particular historical period. But if A lacks

27). So, unmasking analytic philosophy is a necessary first step to

these historical details, then an appeal to A cannot be the whole

explanation of why T was adopted at the time that it was. A philo-

achieving (G2).

sophical school with a deflning doctrine fulfllls the ideal of philo-

Ill

My main objection to Preston's arguinent is that (Gl) and (G2) are
goals that we should not try to achieve simultaneously or with similar methodologies. If we restrict these goals to analytic philosophy,
then tlie differences become obvious:

sophy as a theoretical discipline. For this reason, understanding the

dcfining doctrine of the school and its justification will not appeal

to the historical factors that are necessary to explaining its popular-

ity or lack of popularity at any given time.

Preston tries to connect what I have called (G1-A) and (G2-A)

(Gl-A) To determine if analytic philosophy is a philosophical
school. That is, is there a set of views that can be rationally defended that fits with analytic philosophers' views?

by insisting that the only content that we can assign to a label like
"analytic philosophy" must be based on the prior consensus of the

(G2-A) To explain how analytic philosophy achieved its dominance in academic philosophy at the time it did.

nn interpreter who claimed that "phlogiston" had referred to oxygen

received view. Invoking tlie error of excessive charity committed by
i`ll along, Preston encourages us to accept that "the original defln-

It is only if we assume at the outset that it is likely that (G2-A) can

icndum, analytic philosophy on the received view, doesn't exist any

be met solely through an appeal to philosophical argumentation that

intire than phlogiston does" (p. 25). I agree that if we are trying to

we ai.e warranted in trying to meet both goals simultaneously. But

mL`ct (G2-A) and we initially also assuine that analytic philosophy

this is not likely and work in the history of analytic philosophy is

I.i a philosophical school of the sort specified by tlie received view,
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In answering (G2-A), then, we need to be willing to adjust our
conception of analytic philosophy. Similarly, as we engage in the

quite different activity of trying to satisfy (G1-A), we must be
equally flexible. For there are likely to be several different ways in
which the views typically associated with analytic philosophy can

be extended, clarified and justified. At the end of the day, we may
remain unsatisfied with all of these extensions, but that is not something we can know in advance. On the picture of the history of aiia-

lytic philosophy that I am suggesting, then, the term `analytic philo-

sophy' is fairly open-ended, and it may very well happen that our
understanding of analytic philosophy as a historical movement may

conflict with our favored interpretation of analytic philosophy as a
defensible philosophical school. To be sure, these two tasks are difficult to complete. But I believe it is too early to conclude that they

cannot be completed.
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school', a point he brings out nicely by quoting passages in which I
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first affirm and then deny that analytic philosophy is a philosophical
school. Now, there may well be equivocation afoot in these cases;
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but not over the term `philosophical school'. Instead, the verb `is' is

being used in different senses. For when I affirm that, on the illuI have maintained that the traditional conception of analytic philo-

sionist view, analytic philosophy is a school of philosophy, I am

sophy - according to which it is a philosophical school defined by

using the `is' of predication or classification to make a claim about

the view that philosophy is nothing more than linguistic analysis -

the wAcz/ of analytic philosophy, just as one might say "a unicorn is

is the only legitimate conception of analytic philosophy, and tliat,

a horse with a horn on its head." By contrast, when I deny that ana-

thus conceived, analytic philosophy is an illusion. Ill what follows, I

Iytic philosophy is a school of philosophy, I am using an `is' of

respond to objections to my "illusionist" approach to analytic philo-

existence to make a claim about the wAe/Aer of analytic pliilosophy,

sophy posed by Gary Hardcastle and Chris Pincock.

I. Reply to Hardcastle

jiist as one might say "a unicorn isn't really a horse at all, since unicoms don't exist."

Hardcastle also has several concerns related to my view tllat

Like Michael Beaney, Gary Hardcastle raises questions both about
my insistence that philosophical schools be defined doctrinally and

philosophical schools should be defined in terins of their philosophical commitments, or doctrines. Two of these are not directly about

about the meaning and coherence of the illusionist position. I will

tliat requirement itself, but about my arguinent for it -or, rather, his

address these issues in reverse order.

reconstruction of my argument for it. The first of these is that the
"second premise asserts . . . the content of the conclusion, and so the

I describe the illusionist position as traditionalist (i.e., it accepts

the traditional conception, as described above) concerning w4cz/ an-

i`rgument appears to beg the question." But it is hard to see how. In

alytic philosophy is supposed to be, but as differing from the stan-

I Iardcastle's reconstruction of my argument, the second premise as-

dard traditionalist account over wrfec/foe;` analytic philosophy exists

serts basically that the production of views (doctrines) by means of

at all. "This is good as far as it goes," Hardcastle says, "except wasn't

I.cason is essential - both in the sense of "necessary" and of "inost

it part of the traditionalist account that analytic philosophy c.tis/ecJ,

central" - to philosophy as an historical human enterprise. The con-

that is, that there were analytic philosophers, properly named as

cliision asserts that only doctrinal definitions will do for philosopliical

such because they in fact belonged to a philosophical school?"

schools. Plausibly, different concepts indicate different content. How

Of course there is a sense in which Hardcastle is correct. If we
had asked a traditionalist in the 1950s whether anything correspond-

ed to his concept of analytic philosophy, the answer surely would

is it, then, that the former proposition asserts the content of the latter?
Hardcastle's all too brief explanation is as follows: "Granted the
lirst premise," which simply insists on rccz/ definitions for philosoph-

have been yes. But I'm inclined to classify the presumption of exis-

ici`l schools, "the question of whether we can fashion something

tence as an assertoric or doxastic attitude toward what is concep-

tttlier than a doctrinal definition of analytic philosophy just z.a tlle

tualized rather than part of a concept's content, and am in any case

ti`iestion of whether analytic philosophy is, in essence, a set of doc-

skeptical of any "ontological argument" purporting to show that

trilies." But I am at a loss to see how this counts as begging tlie ques-

that, by endorsing the traditional conception of wAcz/ analytic philo-

ti()n; for the complaint seems to amount to this: granted the truth of

sophy is, one is also affirming its existence. If this is indeed Hard-

ll`c first premise, the truth of the conclusion turns upon or is deter-

castle's view, then I have a nice argument for the existence of God

ii`ined by the truth of the second premise. Far from making the

I'd like to sell him.

i`rgiiment question-begging, this is just the way any sound syllogism

Related to this is Hardcastle's charge that my account of illusionism involves an equivocation over the term `pliilosophical
48

w()rks: if the form is valid and one premise true, then the truth of the
ct)nclusion will be determined by the truth of the second premise.
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the supposed circularity, I am at a loss to know what more can be
said in reply. I will note, however, that further discussion of the
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and does little more than show that there is an alternative to the rnajority view. Which of these views about philosophy is the correct
one is, of course, a different question, and one not to be decided

issue might be helped by a inore complete reconstruction of my

merely by "majority rule". B`it in this case I think that the majority

arguinent. My argument was originally presented in narrative form

gets it right. The alternative championed by the logical positivists

rather than by way of numbered propositions. In his reconstruction,

Hardcastle provides only an abbreviated reconstruction which,

(and also by Wittgenstein on some interpretations) is not very plausible, as is suggested by its short-lived popularity in philosopliical

though it captures the gist of my argument, suppresses several of its

culture and confirmed by the fact that it is not possible to avoid

premises and intermediate conclusions. I count at least twenty pro-

making metaphysical claims by focusing on "pure syntax". Lan-

positions crucial to the argument, nine of which are intermediate
conclusions.I It may be that the perception of circularity depends on

guage and its parts (like syntax) are parts of reality, so that to make
claims about these things is to make claims about (parts of) reality -

eliding the contents of some of the propositions suppressed in his

just as the traditional view has it.2
So inuch for Hardcastle's objections to my cz/`grime#/ for the re-

reconstruction with one of his expressed propositions.

Hardcastle's next objection has to do with my claim, captured in
the second preinise of his reconstruction, that, as a theoretical disci-

quirement of doctrinal definition. But he also objects to the requirement itself. Like Beaney, Hardcastle seems to think that the require-

pline, philosophy produces "sets of views about the way things are."
The objection is that this claim is false in light of the fact that some

ttsophical school or, as he puts it, an "intellectual community". The

ment betrays a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of a phil-

philosophers ("Camap and a number of positivists") have disagreed
with it. However, while these may be counterexamples to Hard-

norm for an intellectual community is diversity rather than unifor-

castle's reconstruction of my second premise, they are not counter-

tcrms of consensus-views is to misunderstand the nature of intel-

examples to any claims I actually made. For instance, I said that this

Icctual community as such; and to do so in the context of historical

was "what most philosophers, both currently and historically, take

work is to void such work of much of its value and interest.

to be true of the philosophical schools with which they affiliate,"

mity of views. Consequently, to define an intellectual community in

First, Hardcastle's charge that I have fundamentally misunder-

and that "few in the contemporary analytic world would deny that

stood the nature of a philosophical school qwcz intellectual coininu-

philosophy is a theoretical discipline" whose business is "the production and critical assessment of theories by means of reasoning,"

ct)mmunity' as synonyinous, and as referring to a type of group char-

where theories are "sets of views (propositions) about the way

iicterized (and perhaps united) by cooperative intellectual activity -

things are, or what is the case, in some region or other -or possibly

the whole - of reality." And, I summed up the point by saying "I

I)i`rticularly ideational influence and development - but not necessiirily by doctrinal unity in the form of shared views. His argument

trust it will be recognized that this minimal conception of what phil-

.`ccms to be: philosophical schools are intellectual communities, and

i`ity depends upon treating `philosophical school' and `intellectual

osophy is and what it involves has been widely held, at least implic-

I'rcston fails to see that. Now, I do not deny that these two terms

itly, throughout the history of the discipline."

c{m be used synonymously in some contexts. For instance, treating

Now, the existence of a haiidful of dissenters -which is all that
Hardcastle demonstrates - is perfectly consistent with my claims,

I)I`ilosophical schools as intellectual communities seelns well suited
ltt looking at them froin a predominantly historical or sociological
i}ci.spective. But there is also a sense of `philosophical scliool'

wliich is synonymous with `school of thought', and doctrinal unity
Considerations of space required that I cut these replies to less than half
their original length. Among the material cut was a complete, formal reconstruction of my argument. The complete set of comments can be seen at:

wttuld seein to be essential to philosophical schools thus under] l'.(tr more on this point, see D. Willard, `Why Semantic Ascent Fails'. Mefc}-

blogs.valpo.edu/apreston/files/2008/01/reply-to-hardcastle-and-pincock.doc.
|illilt)sopky` 14..3-4 (1983)` 276-90.
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stood. This construal of `philosophical school' is more in keeping

ror of perception - an /.//#s/.o#. Without this fact firmly in place as

with a predomiiiantly philosophical interest in the socio-historical

landscape of philosophy. I am guided by such an interest, and this is

the foundation of our work on analytic philosophy, there can be no
adequate justification for picking out/.#s/ J¢esc/gwres cz#cJ/¢c/7.o#s

how I use the term. So it is not that I have failed to understand the

as belonging to analytic philosophy, whether we construe them as

nature of philosophical scliools gifcz intellectual communities. Rather,

merely a subdivision of the history of philosophy (a "cross-section"

it's that I am not interested in analytic philosophy merely or even

or "subset"), as an intellectual community, or as a moveinent, a tra-

primarily as an intellectual community, but as a school of thought,
and as an intellectual community only insofar as it is one organized

dition, or a school.

around a school of thought.

osophy qzfc7 intellectual community depends crucially upon this fact,

Indeed, Hardcastle's ability to properly demarcate analytic phil-

Now, one can question the appropriateness of approaching ana-

l`or it is a cczsc of our practice of holding together a certain set of phil-

lytic philosophy as a school of thought, but here I appeal to my ar-

{)sophers under the label "analytic philosophy," and that practice is

gument from the nature of philosophy (which, if my replies to
Hardcastle have succeeded, still stands), and also to the fact that

itself explicable only in terms of my proposed "illusion." It is there-

analytic philosophy originally presented itself as a doctrinally uiii-

cttmmunity. At best that would be incomplete. Instead, we should

fied "school of thought" even though it wasn't. Hardcastle himself

si`y that analytic philosophy was supposed to have been a school

``t.re a mistake to say tliat analytic philosophy/."s/ ;.5 this intellectual

agrees that the early analysts "projected unity" over their doctrinal

with such-and-such deflning doctrines, but it turned out not to be,

disunity. What he does not acknowledge is the effect this would

iil`d that the figures and factions thought to constitute this school

have had in shaping the original concept of analytic philosophy, aiid

ri.ally only constituted a movement or tradition or intellectual com-

thereby the authoritative definition of `analytic philosophy'. But I

niiinity. But to say /Ac!f for the reasons just given is basically to

contend that, on account of its projection of doctrinal unity, the origi-

!iccept illusionism.

nal concept, and hence the original meaning of `analytic philosophy',
included the content "philosophical group united in the view that

11. Iieply to Pincock

philosophy is the analysis of language."
For this reason, it is appropriate to approach analytic philosophy

( `liristopher Pincock's objection to my approach is not that I have

as a school of thouglit first and an intellectual community only sec-

liil``s of history tllat are best kept separate. I gloss these two aims as

made an error of principle, but only a strategic error in unitillg two

ond. Also for this reason, it is wrong to approach it merely as an in-

l{tllows: (I) to understand or explain the p4/./osapA/.ccr/ success of

tellectual community. Indeed, the intellectual community that Hard-

iH`tilytic philosophy, and (2) to understand or explain the socz.cr/ suc-

castle picks out cannot be identical to analytic philosophy, though it

ccss of analytic philosophy (or analytic philosophers). Since, as Pin-

may be extensionally equivalent to it. For although `analytic philo-

cttck agrees, p4i./oL5apAJ.ccr/ success is a matter of having rationally

sophy' can refer to something like Hardcastle's intellectual commu-

tli`rensible views, the strong doctrinal focus of my approach is not

nity (specifically, a cross-section of persons, ideas and events tliat

ttl`ly relevant but essential to achieving goal 1. But socj.cz/ success is

are usually taken to constitute the extension of `analytic philosophy'),

liu.gely the result of non-ideational, causal-historical factors. Thus,

the term's referent does not determine its meaning. As I argued more

llic focus on doctrines alone, required for goal 1, is not apropos to

fully in my reply to Beaney, the contemporary use of `analytic philosophy' is historically grounded in an early, erroneous construal of

#{ii`I 2 (hereafter, Gl and G2). From this, Pincock concludes that focils on doctrines should be completely excluded from work on G2,

a cross-section of this sort (there called "the subset") crs z/#!#ec7 I)}J

cxccpt in the unlikely case that a philosophical group's social suc-

cer/c}z.# cJe/#/.#g c7oc/r/.#es (among other attributes), and hence as

cc``s can be explained so/c/y in terins of the power and cogency of

constituting a school of philosophy in my sense. That is, our practice

Its dcfining doctrines.

of holding together a certain set of philosophers under the label "analytic philosophy" is grounded in a monumental and longstanding er-

Now, the reasons for avoiding a focus on doctrines cz/o#e in pur-

l`iil of G2 are perfectly clear -insofar as the introduction of ideas
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into human history cz/WCI)Js depends upon the birth, growth and sur-

we mwsJ look to the rationality of the views associated with that

vival of particular humans, a philosophical group's social success

group. And this is mainly what I aim to do with my illusionist ap-

will #eve;~ depend solely on tlie power and cogency of its deflning

doctrines. But a case for entirely excluding doctrines has not been
inade. Indeed, although appeal to causal-historical factors is neces-

sary for explaining a group's social success, it is far from clear that
this could ever be sufficient, not only in the history of philosophy,
but elsewhere as well. Imagine, for instance, a history of Christianity's social success that assigiied no explanatory role to the views

characteristic of Christianity. Such a history would be insufficient

for G2, for it would fail to do justice to the fact that the appeal of
Christianity's teachings has contributed to its social success.

The relevance of views to social success in philosophy and other
theoretical disciplines is even greater; whereas the role of views in

religion and politics need not be understood as fundamental, they

proach.3

Pincock has a second argument foi. rejecting illusionism, one

that proceeds upon different grounds. He says:

I agree that if we are trying to meet (G2-A) [i.e., G2 as applied
to analytic philosophy] and we initially also assume that analytic philosophy is a philosophical school of the sort specified
by the received view, then we must conclude that aiialytic philosophy does not exist. But the appropriate thing to do if this
happens is to drop our assumption that analytic philosophy is
that kind or any kind of philosophical school, and go on to try
to resolve (G2-A) by other means. At this point, I do not see

why we must remain wedded to the conception of analytic
I)hilosophy initially offered by the received view.

must be understood as fundamental in philosophy. Because of what

I}iit we should not take Pincock's suggestion to heart, for reasons

philosophy as a huinan pursuit ;.s, views will be central to it. Moreover, to the extent that the pursuit of philosophy is a human institu-

i`Ircady given in my replies to Beaney and Hardcastle: to do so

tion occupying a certain social space, either within the academy or

nicnts in analytic philosophy's historically extended social-ontolog-

beyond it, the very nature of philosophy prescribes certain norms
for the sociology of that social space. And one of these is that the

hiiiguage game, and thereby constitute it a named social object -and

position of individuals and groups within the inevitable social hierarchy of that space is to be based on excellence in philosophy, and

wttuld be historically misleading, as it would cast aside the very ele-

iciil structure that give it its unity, establish the "analytic philosophy"

iitit just any such object, but the very one that we are interested in

wlii`n we research the history and nature of analytic philosophy.

that means excellence in crafting rational views. Indeed, we can

even say that there is a corresponding norm concerning the right of

I )i`partmeiit of Philosophy

a view to occupy the "attention-space" (I borrow the term from the

vi`Ii)araiso university

sociologist Randall Collins) of the philosophical institution, such

^aron.Preston@valpo.edu

that only rationally well-crafted views sAol//c7 occupy that attentioii-

space. Of course, tliere are all kinds of epistemological challenges

to properly abiding by these norins, but they are norms nonetheless.
So, because the appeal of certain views frequently plays a role
in the success of various kinds of social groups, and because the rcr/J.o#cz/ appeal of views positively owgfrf to play this role in the social

world of philosophy, there is no reason to exclude a doctrinal focus
when trying to acliieve G2. On the contrary, to the exteiit that one is
interested in understanding not merely the dominance of a group in

'^tlinittedly, that this is my ultimate goal in developing the illusionist ap-

the philosophical social space, but also whether its dominance was

justifled and hence legitimate by the standards of that social space,

i}l`tti`ch does not always come through clearly in my journal articles due to
ll`c limitations of space and scope that are part and parcel of that format. I
II.`i.`t that it comes through clearly in my book (Preston 2007).
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Various motions were made and withdrawn concerning fi.ee first
year subscriptions for new subscribers and other special inember.`hip prices. David Blitz proposed that every board member sponsor

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY 2008
ANNUAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS REETING MINUTES
June 27, 2008

ii new member and pay the membership fee. The motion passed (12
ill favor, 1 opposed, 3 abstentions).

Kevin Brodie has resigned as head of the awards committee; no
:iward was made by that committee this year.

Rosalind Carey reported on the Riga conference. The conferThe annual meeting of the board of directors of the Bertrand Russell
Society was held on June 27, 2008 at St. Jolm Fisher College. It was

convened at 7:20 pin and presided over by Chad Trainer as chair.
Kenneth Blackwell (treasurer) summarized the financial situation of the Society as follows: bank balance, $3,500; guaranteed investment, $8,000; total investment, $11,500. He reported that Ar-

lene Duncan is serving as bookkeeper for which the bertrand Russell Research Centre is paid an annual compensation of $700.00. He

stated that MCMaster University needs a $5 .00 inci.ease from $25.00
to $30.00 per year in Society reimbursement for tlie cost of publish-

ing Rwsse//. On motion made, seconded and unanimously carried,

i`i`ce is asking for additional financial support from the BRS. On
ii`otion made, seconded and unanimously carried, it was resolved

tl`at we do not make any further financial contribution in addition to
llie S I,000 authorized at last year's meeting.

John Ongley announced that Routledge wants to "rent" our
ii`z`iling list for promotion of its Russell books. After discussion, a

I``tttion made to approve was passed (7 in favor, 4 opposed).

Dennis Darland requested $83 for OCR scanniiig software. Ken
llk`ckwell moved and John Ongley seconded a motion, wliich was
`Hi{inimously passed, to approve the $83 expense and to limit access

ltt the scanning project to BRS members. On motion made, secondctl and unanimously carried, it was resolved to designate Dennis

the increase was approved.

The following individuals were duly nominated as officers for
2008-9, with the motions seconded and unanimously approved:

chair of the board, Chad Trainer; vice chairman, David White; president, Alan Schwerin; vice-president, Ray Perkins; treasurer, Ken-

neth Blackwell; secretary, David Henehan.

Tlle location of the next meeting was discussed. Jolm Lenz has

offered Drew University. David Blitz offered Central Connecticut

I )i`rland vice-president for electronic projects. As such he will have

i' `. t?¢jcj.a board membership.
Ken Blackwell discussed his inodei.ating of the BRS list. On
i``tttion made by Peter Stone, seconded by Greg Landini, and unaniI`ittusly carried, it was resolved that Ken continue his current policy

ur list moderation, and if in his judgment a communication is "highly tiiicivil" it shall, at his discretion, not be permitted on the list.

Peter Stone announced that the Secular Student Alliance in-

State University as a backup.
John Ongley and Rosalind Cat.ey reported on the gwczr/cr/};.

They intend to ask Lehman College to again help finance publica-

tiuired about a speaker's bureau. On motion made by Cara Rice,

tii`conded by Marvin Kohl and unaniinously passed, it was resolved
llii`I we establish a speaker's bureau of persons ready and willing to

tion of the gzfczr/er/)J.

Treasurer Kenneth Blackwell discussed the anticipated Sl,800
shortfall in 2008 expeiises ($8,100) over dues incolne ($5,300). He

predicted that with the $5.00 increase in payment to MCMaster to
cover the costs of producing jtz{sse// the deficit will increase annu-

ally by $800. Ken recommenced a minimum $5 dues increase. After

#ivi` public presentations about Russell.

There being no further business before the meeting, it was, on
iiitttion made and unanimously carried, adjourned.
I{c.`pectfully submitted,

discussion it was inoved by Marvin Kohl, seconded and carried that
we increase each dues category $10 beginning in 2009. This is the

I )i`vid L. Henehan

riccretary, Bertrand Russell Society

flrst dues increase since 1992.

`cptember 10, 2008
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BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY, INC.

2008 2nd Quarter Treasurer's Report
Cash Flow: April 1, 2008 -June 30, 2008

BERTRAND RUSSELL SOCIETY 2008
ANNUAL MEh4BERSHIP REETING MINUTES
June 28, 2008

BALANCE, 3/31/2008

S I 1,677.72

INCOME

President Alan Schwerin convened the annual meeting of the members of the Bertrand Russell Society on June 28, 2008 at St. John
Fisher College at I :35pm. Discussion involved increasing BRS mem-

bership. John Ongley suggested we should upgrade our website.

Alan Schwerin suggested school competitions/art exhibits and essay

contests. To Rosalind Carey's note that BRS membership is aging

and we need younger members, Ken Blackwell suggested a $20.00
trial/student membership category. Rosalind Carey suggested make

CDs of the BRS talks and asked that we design a BRS logo.
On motion made, seconded and unanimously carried, it was re-

solved that at least until the next annual meeting for the year, BRS
will offer a $20.00 student membership category for any matriculated student.

Members also watched Warren Allen Smith, who was unable to
attend, on audio/video.

There being no further business before the meeting, tlie meeting
was, on motion made, seconded and unanimously approved, ad-

Contributions
BRS
Total Contributions
Dues

New Members
Renewals
Total Dues
Tnt lnc.

TOTAL INCOME

$240.00
$240.00
S155.00

Sl,380.00

Sl,535.00

$52.69
$1,827.69

lixpENSES

Bank Charges
Bookkeeping Expense
Conversion Expense
Donations
Library Expense
Newsletter
Paypal Fees
Russell Sub

$71.40

$700.00
$6.39
Sl,000.00
$125.60

$1,269.35
$16.95

TOTAL EXPENSES

$25.00
$3,214.69

O VERALL TOTAL

-$1,387.00

journed.

Respectfully submitted,
l}ALANCE, 6/30/2008

David L. Henehan
Secretary, Bertrand Russell Society
September 10, 2008

USS a/c (Toronto Dominion)
Cdns a/c (Toronto Dominion)
USS term deposit (Toronto Dominion)
()VERALL BALANCE, 6/30/2008

$1,803.07

$487.65

$8,000.00

$10,290.72

Kermeth Blackwell, BRS Treasurer (blackwk@mcmaster.ca)
Note: US and Cdn. dollars are added as equals on 6/30/2008
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